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Chapter 1 

Introd uction 

1.1 An overview of star and planet formation 

Formation of stars and planetary systems is one of the most fundamental problems 

in modern astrophysics. Until less than a decade ago, our solar system was the only 

planetary system that was known to us. In recent years the existence of planets 

around other sun-like stars has been established through a variety of ingenious ob

servational techniques combined with the advances in the available facilities (Mayor 

& Queloz 1995; Marcy & Butler 1999; Marcy et al. 2000). More than a hundred 

extrasolar planetary systems have been identified so far. Now that the' planetary sys

tems are found to be quite common around stars, it is imperative that we compare 

and contrast, the properties of planetary systems observed elsewhere with what is 

known about our own solar system and thereby gain insight into the processes which 

lead to the formation and control the evolution of planetary systems. Observational 

and theoretical studies of the last few decades have been able to establish that the 

formation of planetary system around a star is intimately connected to the star for

mation process itself and that the circumstellar disks found around most of the new 

born stars are analogous in their bulk properties to the protosolar nebula in which 

planets are thought to be formed (e.g., Beckwith 1999). The recognition of the fact 

that the collapse of magnetized, rotating molecular cloud cores, from which stars are 

1 



chapterl 2 

formed, naturally leads to the formation of protostellar disks has been one of the 

major triumphs of modern star formation theory (e.g, Shu et a1. 1987). The study of 

star formation, therefore, is not only important in itself but also is essential to our 

understanding of the planet formation process and thereby of the origins of our solar 

system and that of our planet Earth. 

Stars are believed to be formed in the dense and cold interiors of molecular clouds. 

In the current paradigm for star formation (e.g, Shu et a1. 1987; Hartmann 1998), the 

process begins when a number of dense cores develop within a molecular cloud. For 

masses greater than Jeans mass given by, 

where M8 is the mass of the Sun, T is the temperature in K and n is the molecular 

hydrogen density in units of cm-3 , these dense cores will be unstable to gravitational 

collapse if thermal pressure is the principal force which counteracts gravity. Since 

dense cores of typical size""' 0.1 pc must contract by a factor of 106 in linear dimensions 

to form a star, any small initial rotation of the star-forming cloud can be enormously 

magnified by conservation of angular momentum during rapid collapse. As a result, 

the nearly free-fall collapse of such a moderately rotating (angular velocity n < 

10-13 S-l) core leads to the formation of a central protostar surrounded by a rapidly 

rotating nebular disk and remnant infalling envelope. The infalling ~nvelope feeds 

the disk which inturn accretes matter on to the central protostar. In the early stages 

of the protostellar evolution the infall from the overlying envelope to the disk can 

be significantly high. This infall/accretion phase during which most of the stellar 

mass is acquired is heavily obscured with visual extinction as high as few hundreds 

of magnitudes. At some point during this phase a powerful stellar wind breaks out 

along the rotation/magnetic axis of the protostar/disk system which sweeps up the 

surrounding material and manifests itself observationaly as bipolar outflows observed 

in the molecular lines, primarily in CO (e.g., Bachiller & Tafalla 1999). The main 

infall-outflow phase is thought to be as short as < 105 Myr. After the outflows 

have persumably cleared out the reservoir of mass from the protostellar envelope, the 

self-luminous central source surrounded by an accreting disk emerges from the natal 
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core and becomes visible at near-infrared and optical wavelengths as a young stellar 

object. In the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram it appears on the birthline and 

begins to contract quasi-statically along its evolutionary track towards the hydrogen

burning main sequence (Palla 1999). The star then is said to have entered its pre

main sequence phase. Pre-main sequence stars are associated with rich circumstellar 

environment. Circumstellar matter surrounding these young stars is distributed in 

a disk and probably also in an extended envelope of relatively low optical depth. A 

residual accretion at a low " level (Mace < 10-7 M 0 yr-1) may be present during the 

pre-main sequence phase which can persist in some cases up to rv 107 yr (Muzerolle 

et" al. "2000). The disks dissipate on times cales of a few Myr on an average due to 

planet formation and other dipersal processes (Haisch et al. 2001; Hillenbrand 2002). 

The low eccentricities and inclinations of the planets have long been used as ev

idence that the Solar system has formed from a flattened disk of gas and dust. In 

the standard model of planet formation (e.g., Lissauer 1993; Weidenschilling & Cuzzi 

1993; Pollack et al. 1996; Ruden 1999) circumstellar disks surrounding young stars are 

considered to be the 'birth place' of planets. The process begins when the sub-micron 

sized dust grains, which are uniformly distributed and strongly coupled to the gas in 

the disk, grow through binary collisions. As they grow larger they settle gravitation

ally to th~ disk mid-plane forming a thin layer. In about 104 yr, particles can grow 

from micron size to meter size. Further growth in the mid-plane due to mutual colli

sions can cause the formation of roughly kilometer-sized bodies called planetesimals 

on timescales of a few thousand orbital periods. Planetesimals are massive enough 

to have largely decoupled from the gas and move on nearly circular, Keplerian or

bits about the central star. Kilometer-sized planetesimals continue to further grow 

through pairwise inelastic collisions. This growth is aided by the increase in collision 

cross sections above the geometric value by the focussing nature of the gravitational 

interaction between colliding planetesimals. The increase in cross-section is greatest 

for the more massive planetiesimals if the velocity dispersion among planetesimals re

main sufficiently small. Thus the most massive planetesimals tend to gain mass more 

rapidly which causes its collision cross-section to increase even further. When the 

masses of these massive planetesimals grow beyond 100 life (where Me is the mass 
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of the Earth) or so, they accrete gas from the disk to form giant gaseous planets. The 

smaller protoplanetary bodies left physically and dynamically isolated because of the 

runaway growth of the larger and massive planetesimals, can now grow collision ally 

only on much larger timesclaes ('"'" 108 yr). The growth of terrestrial planets to their 

current masses continues long after the dispersal of the gas disk. 

1.2 Circumstellar environment around young stars 

As dicussed in the previous Section, circumstellar disks are a necessary consequence 

of star formation process and stars are born with disks around them. Once the central 

star has emerged out of its parental cocoon, it becomes optically visible as a pre-main 

sequence star. 

Pre-main sequence stars are young objects which have not started hydrogen burn

ing at their center and which are quasi-statically contracting towards the main se

quence in the HR diagram. The luminosity of these objects is primarily derived from 

the energy released from the gravitational contraction during the pre-main sequence 

evolution. Low mass pre-main sequence stars are called T Tauri stars and their in

termediate mass counterparts are kno\,,'n as Herbig Ae/Be stars. These young stars 

were originally identified as stars with strong emission lines, especially in H CY., and ir

regular variations associated with dark or bright nebulosity. Pre-main, sequence stars 

are invariably associated with rich and complex circumstellar environment and are 

very active. Observational signatures of the circumstellar environment of these stars 

include, emission lines in the spectra, strong variability, excess emission at infrared, 

sub-mm and mm wavelengths and intrinsic polarization of starlight. 

The most important observational characteristic of pre-main sequence stars is the 

presence of a variety of emission lines in their spectra. To illustrate this, in Figure 1.1 

\"e present the optical spectra of the prototype Herbig Ae star AB Aur in the blue and 

red region. Prominent emission lines seen are marked in the figure. Apart from the 

Balmer lines of hydrogen, the other lines like Call, Hel, 01 as well as many metallic 

lines are seen in emission in the spectra of pre-main sequence stars. Forbidden lines 
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Figure 1.1: Optical spectra of Herbig Ae star AS Aur obtained with the Hanle Faint 

Object Spectrograph (HFOSC) on the 2 meter Himalayan Chandra Telescope at the 

Indian Astronomical Observatory, Hanle, India on 24th October 2003. 
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[01] and [NIl] are also found in the spectra of many of these young stars. 

The origin of emission lines in T Tauri stars is currently understood in the frame 

work of magnetospheric accretion model. In this model, the stellar magnetic field 

truncates the disk at some inner radius, and accretion continues onto the star by gas 

infall along magnetic field lines connecting the star to the disk near the truncation 

radius (Uchida & Shibata 1985; Koenigl1991j Hartmann et al. 1994; Muzerolle et al. 

1998). Observed characteristics of emission lines in T Tauri stars such as large line 

widths, blueward line asymmetries, and occasional inverse P Cygni profiles could be 

reproduced using magnetospheric accretion models where emisison lines originate in 

the irifall zone (Hartmann et al. 1994; Muzerolle et al. 1998, 2001). Such a model 

readily explains the optical and UV continuum excess emission and optical "veiling" 

seen in T Tauri stars as coming from the "accretion" shock formed when the infalling 

gas at free-fall velocities strikes the stellar photosphere (Bertout et al. 1988; Gullbring 

et al. 1998). The forbidden lines in T Tauri stars are found to be blue shifted with 

respect to the star in most cases. The widely accepted explanation is that an optically 

thick disk blocks the red shifted emission of the outflow close to the star. This has 

often been considered as an indirect evidence for the presence of optically thick disks 

around T Tauri stars, thereby supporting the contention that emission line activity 

in T Tauri stars is accretion driven. 

However, in Herbig Ae/Be (HAeBe) stars the situation is less clear. Accretion 

disks as in the case of T Tauri stars has also been postulated for HAeBe stars (Lada 

& Adams 1992; Hillenbrand et al. 1992); but in the intermediate-mass young stars the 

UV / optical continuum excess and optical veiling which are used as the direct evidence 

for accretion is not observed unambigously (Bohm & Catala 1993; Ghandour et al. 

1994). Moreover, forbidden [01] emission line profile is found to be more symmetric 

in HAeBe stars than in T Tauri stars, with strongly blue shifted profiles seen only in 

the most embedded objects (B5hm & Catala 1994; Corcoran & Ray 1997) suggesting 

the absence of optically thick obscuring disk. This has lead Bohm & Catala (1995) 

and Bouret & Catala (1998) to put forward the suggestion that the source of energy 

for the activity in HAeBe stars is linked to the star itself and that the emission 

line phenomenon could be explained as arising in a chromospheric wind, without 
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necessitating the presence of accretion disks. They have been able to reproduce the 

observed line profiles of H a, MgII and CIV of HAeBe stars of P Cygni sub class based 

on their semi-emperical model of an expanding extended chromosphere, surrounded 

by a cool wind (Bouret & Catala 1998). 

Nevertheless, accretion disks may still be present in HAeBe stars. The apparent 

absence of UV /optical continuum excess in HAeBe stars could be understood as a 

contrast effect because of the relatively high stellar luminosity of A and B type stars. 

Also, indications of far-UV excess in a number of HAeBe stars have been observed 

(e.g., Grady et a1. 1993). From their study of the high resolution spectra of 30 HAeBe 

stars, Ghandour et a1. (1994) have shown that while HAeBe stars show no evidence 

for excess optical continuum emission, they do show other spectroscopic signatures of 

disk accretion like inverse P Cygni profiles in H (3 residual profiles and proportionality 

between forbidden line ([01)) strengths and near-infrared excesses. Further, Corcoran 

& Ray (1998) have found that the line luminosities of forbidden [01] and Ha lines of 

HAeBe stars are correlated with the near-infrared excess in the same fashion as the 

T Tauri stars. All these evidence support the idea that HAeBe winds are accretion 

driven. 

The predictioll that the Circ.uIllstellar disks are natural by products of star forma

tion prOc.f'SS has now been confirmed by a wealth of observational data, all of which 

provide compelling evidence for the presence of gas and dust disks. around young 

stars (e.g., Beckwith & Sargent 1996; Mannings & Sargent 1997; Schneider et a1. 

1999; Millan-Gabet et a1. 2001; Grady et a1. 2001; Weinberger et a1. 2002; Eisner 

et a1. 2003). Direct images of disks surrounding young stars have provided informa

tion on the shape and structure of disks (e.g., McCaughrean & O'dell 1996). HST 

images of disk surface seen in scattered light show that the disks are "flared", i.e., 

the ratio H / R of scale height H of the disks over the distance R from the star is an 

increasing function of R. Flaring is expected for a gas-rich disk in hydrostatic equi

llibrium (Kenyon & Hartmann 1987). The flared shape seen in scattered light also 

indicates the presence of sub-micron sized grains which are well mixed with the gas 

at all vertical heights. 
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It. has long been known that the pre-main sequence stars show excess emission 

above that expected from their photospheres at wavelengths longer than 2J.Lm. The 

earliest evidence for the presence of attendant circumstellar material around young 

stars came from the spectral energy distribution which showed significant excess emis

sion at longer wavelengths. Spectral energy distributions of two Herbig Ae stars are 

shown in Figure 1.2 as an example where excess emission from infrared to mm wave

lengths can be seen. Most of the excess emission in pre-main sequence stars from 

mid-infrared to millimeter wavelengths is due to the thermal emission from dust at 

a range of temperatures in the circumstellar disks. At near-infrared wavelengths the 

excess 'is from the hot gas and dust in the inner disk « O.lAU). Disk heating respon

sible for the excess emission in pre-main sequence stars is caused by the dissipation of 

viscous energy due to accretion and radiant heating of the disk surface by the central 

stellar object. The shape of the disks affects its temperature profile and, therefore, 

its spectral energy distribution. Flared disks intercept a larger fraction of the stel

lar radiation at large radii than flat disks, so that their SED is flatter. (Kenyon & 

Hartmann 1987; Chiang & Goldreich 1997; Beckwith 1999). Most pre-main sequence 

stars have SEDs typical of flared disks (e.g., Chiang et al. 2001). 

Observations at. suh-mm and mm wavelengths where the dust emission from the 

disks are optically thin have been used to obtain the masses of the pre-main sequence 

disks. The Just mass in the disk is related to the continuum flux density at millimeter 

wavelength by the relation, 

where D is the distance, FI/ the observed flux density, KI/ the dust opacity at the 

observed wavelength and Td'Ust the dust temperature. From the dust masses obtained, 

disk masses are derived assuming a gas-to-dust ratio of 100 which is typical of the 

interstellar medium. The major uncertainity in the mass estimates is in K II , which 

can vary substantially with changes in particle composition and to some extent with 

particle size and shape. A commonly adopted value is i'C1.3mm = 0.5 - 1cm2g- t (e.g., 

Natta 2003). The disk masses derived this way are found to range from 0.003 to 

0.3 lU0 . Figure 1.3 shows the distribution of disk masses derived from millimeter 
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observations as a function of stellar mass. It can be seen from the figure that there is 

a large spread in the disk masses even for stars of similar masses. Most stars in Figure 

1.3 have disk masses greater than 0.01M0 , which is the minimum mass required to 

create solar system-like planetray systems. There is enough mass in a typical disk to 

make a planetary system like our own. 

1.3 Debris disks around main sequence stars 

The existence of dusty disks around main sequence stars have been known for two 

decades now. Such dusty disks were discovered by Infrared Astronomical Satellite 

in 1983 when it detected large infrared excesses at wavelengths longward of 12J.l 

from otherwise normal main sequence stars Vega, f3 Pic, Fomalhaut and € Eridani 

(Aumann et al. 1984; Gillett 1986; Backman & Paresce 1993). The infrared excess is 

thought to be due to emission from circumstellar dust, in thermal equilibrium with 

the stellar radiation from the central star, distributed in a shell or disk, several tens 

to hundred AU in extent. The orbiting dust grains are at temperatures of about 50-

150K (Backman & Paresce 1993). Since then, a large number of main-sequence stars 

have been fOllnd to l!m·C' similar illfrarC'd excesses in the IRAS \va\"cbands and are 

called Vega-like stars (see e.g. Backman & Paresce 1993; Vidal-Madjar & Ferlet 1994; 

Lagrange-Henri 1995; Mannings & Barlow 1998; Lagrange et al. 20~0; Silverstone 

2000; Song 2000). About 15% of nearby main sequence field stars of types A-K are 

found to harbour such dusty disks (Lagrange et al. 2000). 

The 'Vega-like' disks are optically thin and gas poor (Mgas ~ 10 Mdust ) where 

the dust dynamics are not controlled by gas (Lagrange et al. 2000). Fractional dust 

luminosities fd = Ldust/ L*, where Ldust is the luminosity of thermal emission from 

dust in the far infrared and L* is the stellar bolometric luminosity, of these stars 

have been found to range from 10-6 to 10-2 . The dust grains found around these 

main sequence stars are argued to be of 'second generation' because of the old ages 

of the stars compared to the grain destruction time scales. Grain removal processes 

acting in such disks like radiation pressure 'blowout' from the central star, Poynting

Robertson drag and collisional destruction have typical timescales of 105 to 106 yr, 
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whereas most of the Vega-like stars have ages of a few 100Myr or more. Dust that 

we observe around these stars is continuously being replenished by collisions between 

planetesimals and comets that are themselves stirred by gravitational interactions 

with larger bodies. The presence of second generation dust around a star indicates 

the existence not only of planetesimals but also of larger masses capable of sending 

small bodies into fragmenting collisions and star-grazing orbits. It has been suggested 

that planet formation is well underway in Vega-like systems and that the dust debris 

that we detect around them are the signposts of recent planet formation (Kenyon & 

Bromley 2002). 

1.4 Evolution of circumstellar disks 

It is clear from the preceding discussion that the circumstellar disks surrounding 

young stellar objects are analogous in their bulk properties like size and mass to 

protosolar nebula and that planetary systems can form out of such disks. However, 

whether all such disks form planets depE?nds on the details of the disk evolution. 

For instance, if disks are dissipated on much shorter timescale than what it takes 

to build plallPts p!'('<iic'\c'd h.Y planpt formation theories then most of tl)('s(' disks will 

not end IIp as planetary systems. On the contrary, if disks survive much longer than 

typical planet formation timescale then planetary systems may be as common as disks 

around stars. A detailed knowledge of various factors affecting the disks evolution 

and dissipation timescales is necessary to understand the incidence and frequency 

of planet formation in such disks. Following the evolution of the circumstellar disks 

from the early pre-main sequence phase to late main sequence phase is a necessary 

pre-requisite for such an understanding. 

As the pre-main sequence star evolves, the disk surrounding it ages and eventually 

gets dissipated due to planet formation process and other dispersal mechanisms. A 

variety of processes can cause the dispersal of the young circumstellar disks. Pro

cesses which are intrinsic to the disk which cause the depletion of material in it are 

the viscous accretion of the dusty and gaseous material from the disk onto the central 

star and the growth of sub-micron sized grains to rocky planetesimals which brings 
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down· the disk opacity. The interaction of the disk with the ultravoilet radiation and 

mechanical wind from the central star can also cause disk dispersal. The immediate 

environment of the star is known to affect disk dissipation. For example, a nearby 

massive star can evaporate the disks or destroy it by tidal interactions. Stellar en

counters in a crowded cluster environment and dynamical interactions with disk and 

possible companion stars can also cause disk disruption. 

After the collapse of the cloud core and the intial infall and accretion is over, the 

young star plus disk system emerges out of the cloud core as an optically visible pre

main sequence star. Material from the disk is still getting accreted onto the central 

star at this phase. Observational diagnostics of this accretion include presence of 

emission lines in the spectra and excess emission at near-infrared wavelengths from 

the inner disk. During the pre-main sequence evolution the accretion rate is expected 

to gradually come down. This decay in accretion rate can be followed using the 

observational tracers of accretion activity like emission lines and near-infrared excess. 

A study of the temporal evolution of emission line activity and the strength of near

infrared excess in pre-main sequence stars should help us constrain the timescales for 

the cessation of accretion and inner disk dissipation. 

At some stage accretion onto the central star is terminated and the emission line 

activity stops. How soon the entire disk gets dissipated is not clear at the moment. 

However, there is evidence for inner disk dissipation occuring in a timescale as short 

as f'V 5 Myr or less. Planet building is believed to take place during this phase. 

According to the planet formation theories grain growth in the disk mid-plane would 

have already taken place in such systems. There is evidence for the growth of grains in 

young disks to sizes larger than that of the interstellar dust (Gorti & Bhatt 1993; The 

1994; Beckwith et al. 2000; Calvet et al. 2002; Natta 2003). The depletion of smaller 

grains in the disk is expected to bring down the optical thickness of the disks because 

of the reduction in the surface area of the dust offered to stellar radiation. Thus 

during the pre-main sequence evolution the optically thick disk gradually evolves into 

an optically thin disk. Young stars in this 'transition phase' showing no emission 

lines, and relatively low near-infrared excess due to the disruption of inner disks are 

important for the study of disk evolution. Transition from optically thick disks to 
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thin disks is believed to take place sometime during this phase. However, very few 

such stars are known currently. Based on this perceived lack of 'transition objects', 

it has been argued that the timescale for the process of evolution from optically thick 

to thin disks is probably ~ 106 yr (e.g., Skrutskie et al. 1990; Wolk & Walter 1996; 

Nordh et al. 1996). Identifying young stars in the transitional stage of evolution and 

studying the circumstellar environment around such stars is critical to our overall 

understanding of disk evolution and planet formation. 

The planet formation process which has already begun in the 'primordial' disks 

gradually dissipates the disks. The multi-stage accumalation process involving dust 

settling and sticking and then the runaway accretion of solids which leads to the 

formation of large planetesimals and proto-planetary bodies render the disk optically 

thin. The large (tv 100Me ) rocky cores can accrete gas from the disk to form giant 

planets. Gravitational interactions of these large planets can stir the planetesimals 

in the disk and send them into highly eccentric orbits. Collisions between these 

planetesimals can produce the so called 'second generation' dust in the disk. These 

grains which are warmed by the central starlight, emit thermally at far-infrared wave

lengths. Such optically thin 'debris disks' have been observed around several nearby 

main sequence stars, some of which are as old as fV 1 Gyr. 

The dust grains in the debris disks are being continuously removed from the 

system b;y mechanisms such as radiation pressure 'blow-out', Poyn~ing-Robertson 

drag and collisional destruction, the times cales of which in typical Vega-like systems 

are < 106 yr. The very existence of debris disks then suggest that the grains will 

have to be continuously replenished from the 'collisional cascade' of planetesimals or 

from comets over the lifetimes of the stars. One would expect the amount of dust 

in Vega-like systems to go down with the age as the larger bodies which replenishes 

the disk are also getting depleted as the planetary system evolves. A study of the 

evolution of debris disks can thus give us insight into the dynamical evolution of the 

system towards the end stages of the planet formation process. 
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1.5· Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis aims to study some aspects of the evolution of circumstellar disks around 

intermediate-mass (2 ~ M / M0 ~ 8) young stars. We follow the evolution of the disks 

from the early pre-main sequence phase of the star to well into the main sequence 

phase, during which a variety of physical processes modify the disk evolution. 

In Chapter 2, we study the evolution of emission line activity in the pre-main 

sequence Herbig Ae/Be stars. We estimate the ages of these stars by placing them on 

the HR diagram and comparing with the theoretical pre-main sequence evolutionary 

tracks: Temporal evolution of the emission line strength is then discussed. We also 

study the evolution of the near-infrared excess emission shown by Herbig Ae/Be stars. 

Young intermediate-mass stars with disks in which accretion has terminated and 

the inner disks have begun to dissipate are discussed in Chapter 3. Emission lines are 

not present in these stars. Near-infrared excess emission is seen at low levels. The 

transition from optically thick disks to optically thin disks is believed to take place 

during this stage of evolution. vVe identify a few such 'transition objects' and study 

the properties of circumstellar environment around them in this Chapter. 

Chapter 4 discu8ses the polarization properties of main sequence stars with debris 

disks. ThC'se are the Vega-like stars. Optical polarization measurements of Vega

like stars made at the Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur, India are :presented. We 

also compile polarization data on additional Vega-like stars from the literature. The 

polarization properties of Vega-like stars are then compared with that of the normal 

field stars. Vve also study the correlation between thermal emission from the debris 

disks and polarization. 

The temporal evolution of the dust disks around main sequence stars is inves

tigated in Chapter 5. Using velocity dispersion as an age indicator, we constrain 

the ages of main sequence stars ,vith debris disks. Evolution of the fractional dust 

luminosity of main sequence dust disks with age is discussed. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, we study the disk frequency and lifetimes in nearby OB as

sociations. We look for evidence for the presence of disks around the known members 
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of 12 OB associations whose ages are in the range of 5 to 50 Myr. We then estimate 

the disk fractions in these associations and study its behaviour as a function of the 

mean age of the association. 

The strength of circumstellar activity as measured by Ra emission line equivalent 

widths, near and far-infrared excesses and polarization is found to generally decline 

with age, initially rapidly on a timescale of;S 3 Myr, in the pre-main sequence phase 

and the second generation debris disks survive as long as f'.J 109 yr in the main 

sequence phase. Chapter 7 of the thesis summarizes the results obtained in this 

investigation. 



Chapter 2 

Evolution of emission line activity 

in Herbig Ae/Be Stars 

2.1 Introduction 

Herbig Ae/Be stars are pre-main sequence objects ofintermediate mass (2 ~ A1J A10 ~ 

8). These stars were first discussed as a group by Herbig (1960), who identified "Be 

[Ind Ae St.~Il·S associated with nebulosity" based on the following membership crite

ria: (1) spectral type earlier than FO, (2) presence of emission lines, (3) located in 

an obscured region and (4) illuminating a fairly bright nebulosity in its immediate 

vicinity. Herbig (1960) listed 26 objects belonging to this class. The original list 

was further extended by Finkenzeller & Mundt (1984) and Herbig & Bell (1988). 

Recent catalog by The et al. (1994), adopting a more extended definition, lists 109 

Herbig Ae/Be (hereafter HAeBe) stars and a number of candidates that include stars 

with later spectral types (GO or earlier) and those found relatively isolated from star 

forming clouds. The authors proposed the presence of near or far-infrared excess as 

a necessary criterion for the membership of the HAeBe group while relaxing some of 

Herbig's original membership criteria. Recently, Vieira et al. (2003) have presented a 

Ilew catalog of 108 HAeBe stars identified in the Pico dos Dias Survey (PDS). 

17 
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The pre-main sequence nature of HAeBe stars is now well established, based 

on their positions in the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram and comparison with 

theoretical evolutionary tracks (Strom et al. 1972; Cohen & Kuhi 1979; van den Ancker 

et al. 1998; Palla & Stahler 1993). Also, the upper envelope of the distribution of 

HAeBe stars in the HR diagram is found to match well with the theoretical birthline 

derived by Palla & Stahler (1993) for an accretion rate Ma.ce of 10-5 M0 yr-1. The 

birthline is the locus along which young objects first appear as optically visible stars 

(Stahler 1983; Palla 1999). The pre-main sequence evolution starts at the birthline 

and ends at the zero-age main sequence. During the pre-main sequence evolution 

HAeBe stars of different masses contract quasi-statically along the respective radiative 

tracks in the HR diagram towards the main sequence. 

HAeBe stars are associated with rich and diverse circumstellar environment. Infra

red, sub-millimeter and millimeter measurements have shown that HAeBe stars are 

associated with significant amounts of circumstellar dust emitting excess radiation, 

over that produced by stellar photosphere, at these wavelengths (e.g., Cohen & Kuhi 

1979; Hillenbrand et al. 1992; Mannings & Sargent 1997; Malfait et al. 1998; vVaters 

& vVaelkens 1998; Henning et al. 1998; Mannings & Sargent 2000; Natta et al. 2000). 

The existence of CirCllIl1stellar dust is also supported by the relatively large values 

of intrinsic polarization observed for these objects (e.g., Breger 1974; Garrison & 

.\ndersol1 .i.978; Vrba et al. 1979; Jain et al. 1990; Jain & Bhatt 1995; Yudin & 

Evans 1998; Yudin 2000) which is generally ascribed to the presence of circumstellar 

dust grains (e.g., Bastien 1987). Also, from interferometric observations of molecular 

emission lines presence of cold gas around HAeBe stars has been inferred (Mannings 

& Sargent 1997; Mannings et al. 1997). 

While the existence of circumstellar gas and dust around HAeBe stars is well es

tablished, the geometrical distribution of the circumstellar material is not yet fully 

clear. Based on the similarity of the spectral energy distribution (SED) of HAeBe 

stars to those of T Tauri stars, Hillenbrand et al. (1992) proposed the presence of ge

ometrically thin, optically thick accretion disks around HAeBe stars. Several teams 

of authors, on the other hand, have tried to explain the SEDs of HAeBe stars with 

models of spherically symmetric envelopes of various optical depths and density pro-
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files (Berrilli et al. 1992; Miroshnichenko et al. 1997; Pezzuto et al. 1997). Natta et al. 

(1993) proposed that both disks and envelopes contribute to the observed SEDs with 

the disk emission dominating in the near and mid-infrared and the envelope emission 

in the far-infrared. Recently, Meeus et al. (2001) and Natta et al. (2001) have been 

able to model the infrared and millimeter emission from HAeBe stars as arising from 

a passive reprocessing disk. The detection of compact emission on scales of 1-2 arcsec 

from millimeter interferometric observations (Natta et al. 2000; Mannings & Sargent 

1997, 2000; Pietu et al. 2003; Eisner et al. 2003) suggests strongly that the emitting 

dust is in a disk rather than in a spherical envelope, as spherical distribution implies 

extinCtions at visible and infrared wavelengths much higher than actually observed. 

Thus most evidence support the hypothesis that gas and dust around HAeBe stars 

lie in a massive (rv 0.01 M0 ) circumstellar disk (Natta et al. 2000). 

One of the prominent observational features of HAeBe stellar group and that 

which distinguishes these stars from the normal main sequence stars is, by definition, 

the presence of emission lines in the spectra. Apart from the H O! line which is almost 

always in emission, the other emission lines that are often observed in the optical 

spectra of HAeBe stars are HeI (A 5876A & A 6678A), 01 (A 7774A & A 8446..4) and 

Call triplet (..\..\ 8·-198, 8542, 8GG2A) (Herbig 1960; Cohen & Kuhi 1979; Finkenzeller 

& Mundt 1984; Hamann & Persson 1992; B5hm & Catala 1995). Forbidden emission 

Hnes such as [01] (A 6300 and A 6364) are seen in some of the HAeBe stars (Herbig 

1960; Cohen & Kuhi 1979; Hamann 1994; B5hm & Catala 1994; Bohm & Hirth 1997; 

Corcoran & Ray 1998; Vieira et al. 2003). Most of the emission lines seen in the 

spectra of HAeBe stars are thought to be arising in a stellar wind or from the surface 

layers of circumstellar disks as is the case for forbidden lines. However, what drives 

such winds in HAeBe stars has been a matter of long debate. On the one hand it 

has been argued, in analogy with T Tauri stars, that it is the accretion of matter 

from the disk onto the central star that is responsible for the emission line activity in 

HAeBe stars (Hamann & Persson 1992). Strength of H Q. line has often been taken 

as a measure of accretion rate in this scenario (Hillenbrand et al. 1992). Using the 

luminosity of [01] A 6300 emission line as an indirect measure of mass loss Mwind and 

the IR excess luminosity over 0.7-10.2 Jtm as a measure of accretion Mace, Corcoran & 
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Ray (1998) find a strong correlation between accretion and mass loss suggesting that 

accretion drives the winds in HAeBe stars. These models postulate an external origin 

for the winds and emission line activity in HAeBe stars, invoking an accretion disk 

(Grinin & Rostopchina 1996). On the other hand Catala & Kunasz (1987), Catala 

(1988) and Bouret & Catala (1998) have been able to reproduce observed H a line 

and MgII & CIV resonance lines in terms of a chromospheric-wind model. From 

an analysis of activity tracers like H a, Call IR triplet and HeI 5876..4. line, B6hm & 

Catala (1995) have found that with models of chromospheres and winds they could 

explain emission line phenomena in HAeBe stars without necessitating the presence 

of (j,ccretion disks. They further suggest that the ultimate source of energy for the 

activity is linked to the star itself, rather than to a circumstellar environment. 

In the emission line activity and the infrared and sub-mm excesses observed, 

HAeBe stars display considerable variety and range. Not all emission lines discussed 

above are seen in all the stars. For instance, or and Call triplet lines are present 

in emission in some stars while they are found in absorption ill others (Hamann & 

Persson 1992). Ha line is found in varying intensity in HAeBe stars (e.g., Finken

zeller & Mundt 1984; Herbig & Bell 1988; Corcoran & Ray 1998). The infrared and 

sub-mm exccssrs in HAeBe stars also show a large range of values (Hillenbrand et a1. 

1992; Corcoran & Ray 1998). The disk masses derived from millimeter interferometric 

!lIeasurelllCllts of HAeBe stars are found to range by two orders of magnitude (Natta 

et a1. 2000). Vieira et a1. (2003) have noted that very few stars ofHAeBe stellar group 

satisfy all the defining criteria. These differences in the observational properties of 

llAeJ3e stars could be due to several factors. It could depend 011 the environment of 

site of formation of HAeBe stars. Different geometry for the distribution of circum

stellar matter and inhomogeneity in the circumstellar environment can also provide 

such a variety. Hillenbrand et a1. (1992), have suggested, within the frame work of 

optically thick accreting disks, that the large range seen in the infrared excess and 

H a emission line intensity is due to different and variable accretion rates. 

Although there are other factors which influence the observed properties of HAeBe 

stars, evolution of the central star and the circum stellar matter around it could be 

of critical importance. There have been suggestions in the literature of evolution 
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among the HAeBe group (van den Ancker et a1. 1997; Natta et aI. 2000; Vieira et aI. 

2003). Hillenbrand et ai. (1992) have noted that the HAeBe stars belonging to the 

three groups that they constructed based on the spectral energy distribution have 

different evolutionary status. Malfait et a1. (1998), based on the circumstellar energy 

distribution, have suggested that HAeSe stars span a large range of evolutionary 

stages. Such an evolutionary sequence has also been found by van den Ancker et a1. 

(1997). Moreover, the locations of HAeBe stars in the HR Diagram (see Figure 2.1) 

show quite a large spread. There are stars which are right on the birthline and stars 

which are very close to the main sequence. Other HAeBe stars occupy positions in 

between these two extremes. Thus it is fairly certain that HAeBe stars are in different 

stages of their pre-main sequence evolution and that an evolutionary trend could be 

expected in the observational properties of these stars. 

In this chapter we study the temporal evolution of emission line activity in HAeBe 

stars. We estimate the ages of about 60 HAeBe stars by placing them in the HR 

diagram and comparing with the theoretical pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks. 

vVe have made optical spectroscopic observations of 33 HAeBe stars from our sample 

to measure the H Q equivalent width. We have also compiled H Q equivalent width 

information of our sample stars available from the literature. Using the strength of 

H a: line 8H a measure we examine the evolution of emission line activity in HAeBe 

stars and look for any possible evolutionary trend. We also study the behaviour of 

near-infrared excess with ages of these stars. In section 2.2 we describe our sample 

and discuss the age determination of HAeBe stars. Our observations and analysis of 

data is discussed in section 2.3. In section 2.4 and section 2.5 we present the data and 

discuss the evolution of emission line activity and near infra-red excess. Results of 

this study and its relevance and implications are discussed in section 2.6. A summary 

of the chapter is provided in section 2.7. 

2.2 The Sample 

In order to study the the evolution of emission line activity and near-infrared excess, 

we compiled a sample of HAeBe stars which can be placed in the HR diagram and 
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for which the ages could be determined using the pre-main sequence evolutionary 

tracks. There have been a number of attempts to estimate ages of HAeBe stars and 

such studies give the effective temperatures Tefl and bolometric luminosity L* of these 

stars (e.g., Hillenbrand et al. 1992; van den Ancker et al. 1998; Testi et al. 1998; Natta 

et al. 2000). We have compiled Tell and L* for several HAeBe stars from literature 

and estimate the ages of these stars from the pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks 

of Palla & Stahler (1993). Effective temperatures and bolometric luminosities taken 

from the literature and ages estimated using evolutionary tracks for 45 HAeBe stars 

are given in Table 2.1 where object name is listed in column 1, spectral type in column 

2, visual extinction in column 4 and Tef! and L* in columns 6 and 7 respectively. The 

references for spectral type and Av are listed in columns 3 and 5 and in column 8 

references for Tel I and L* is listed. Estimated ages and stellar masses are listed in 

columns 9 and 10 respectively. 

For those HAeBe stars for which Tel I and L* are not found in the literature we 

have computed these atsrophysical parameters using distances to these stars given in 

literature. vVe list 14 such stars in Table 2.2, together with ages determined from 

evolutionary tracks. Column 1 of Table 2.2 lists object name and column 2 & 3 the 

spectral typc' awl t hc' 1'('[('1'('11('('. Dist allers t.o these stars and extinction arc given in 

columns 4 & 5 and the references to these in column 6. The computed values of Tef! 

and L* and the estimated age and stellar mass are listed in columns 7 - 10. 

In Figure 2.1 we present the HR diagram for the 59 HAeBe stars of Table 2.1 

aIld Table 2.2. Also plotted are the theoretical evolutionary tracks (Palla & Stahler 

1993) for different masses. It can be seen from Figure 2.1 that a few stars fall above 

the hirthliue. We have ascribed an upper limit age of < 0.1 Myr for these stars. 

There are also a few stars which are below the main sequence in Figure 2.1. We have 

assumed those stars to be on the main sequence in determining the age. Altogether, 

our sample consists of 59 HAeBe stars with estimated ages which are listed in Table 

2.1 and Table 2.2. 
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Figure 2.1: The HR diagram for Herbig Ae/Be stars. The pre-main sequence evolutionary 

tracks for different masses (dotted lines) and isochrones for different ages (dashed lines) 

are from Palla & Stahler (1993). The thick solid line represents the birthline for an 

accretion rate Mace of 10-5 M0 yr- 1. 
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Table 2.1: Ages of Herbig Ae/Be stars 

Object Sp. Type ref Av ref logTeff logL*/L0 ref Age M* 

mag (Myr) (M0) 

MWC 1080 BO 2 5.30 2 4.49 4.59 2 < 0.1 -

BD+40 4124 B2 2 3.00 2 4.31 3.85 2 < 0.1 -

HD 200775 B2.5IVe 1 1.92 1 4.31 3.89 1 < 0.1 -

HD 259431 B5 3 1.61 3 4.14 3.16 3 < 0.1 -

LkHa 234 B3 2 3.40 2 4.25 3.24 2 < 0.1 -

V1686 Cyg B5 2 4.80 2 4.14 3.25 2 < 0.1 -

BD+463471 AD 6 1.00 1 3.99 2.71 6 0.1 4.5 

RRTau A4 3 1.10 2 3.93 2.37 3 0.1 4.2 

LkHa 215 B5 2 2.10 2 4.09 2.72 2 0.1 4.8 

V376 Cas B5 5 2.90 2 4.19 3.05 5 0.1 5.0 

HD 142527 F7IIIe 1 1.49 1 3.80 1.84 1 0.2 3.5 

HD 179218 BOc 1 1.27 1 4.02 2.50 1 0.2 4.3 

510ph B9 .. 5Vue 1 0.15 1 4.00 2.39 1 0.3 4.0 

BD+61 IS.! U8 :3 2.10 2 4.05 2.51 3 0.3 4.0 

LkHa 2.5 B7 3 0.60 2 4.09 2.56 3 0.4 4.0 

LkHa 198 B8 5 2.50 2 4.08 2.32 5 0.5 3.5 

HD 250550 B7 3 0.71 3 4.09 2.32 3 0.7 3.5 

UX Ori A2 3 0.37 3 3.96 1.89 3 1.0 3.0 

LkHa 208 A3 3 1.70 2 3.94 1.89 3 1.0 3.0 

TOri A3 3 1.70 2 3.94 1.89 3 1.0 3.0 

HR 5999 A5-7III/IV 1 0.47 1 3.90 1.93 1 1.0 3.2 

LkHa 218 B9 2 1.50 2 4.03 2.09 2 1.2 3.0 

V3800ri B9 3 1.70 2 4.03 2.07 3 1.2 3.0 

VV Ser B9 2 3.00 2 4.03 2.03 2 1.2 3.0 

XY Per A2II+B6e 1 2.26 1 4.11 1.83 3 2.0 3.0 

continued on next page 
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continued from previous page 

Object Sp. Type ref Av ref logTefl logL*/L0 ref Age 

mag (Myr) 

AB Aur AOVe+sh 1 0.50 1 3.98 1.68 1 2.5 

HD 97048 B9-AOep+sh 1 1.24 1 4.00 1.61 1 3.0 

BF Ori A7 3 0.26 3 3.90 1.53 3 3.0 

NXPup AO 2 1.50 2 3.99 1.65 2 3.0 

HD 104237 A4IVe+sh 1 0.31 1 3.93 1.55 1 3.4 

LkHa 233 A5 2 2.60 2 3.90 1.48 2 3.8 

HD 31648 A3ep+sh 1 0.25 1 3.94 1.51 1 4.0 

HD 150193 A1Ve 1 1.61 1 3.97 1.47 1 5.0 

HD 163296 A1Ve 1 0.25 1 3.97 1.48 1 5.0 

HD 36112 A5IVe 1 0.22 1 3.91 1.35 1 5.0 

IP Per A3 3 1.01 3 3.94 1.36 3 5.2 

HD 245185 A2 3 0.10 2 3.96 1.34 3 5.5 

HD 100546 B9Vne 1 0.28 1 4.02 1.51 1 6.0 

HD 34282 AOe 1 0.59 1 3.98 0.68 1 6.3 

HD 141569 B9.5e 1 0.47 1 4.00 1.35 1 7.0 

Ty CrA A5 2 1.00 2 3.92 0.97 2 10.0 

KK Oph A6 2 1.60 2 3.91 0.76 2 > 10.0 

AK Sco F5+F5IVe 1 0.62 1 3.81 0.88 1 10.3 

HD 35187 A7+A2e 4 0.43 4 3.94 1.10 4 12.0 

T CrA F5 2 2.10 2 3.81 -0.29 2 > 13.0 

References: 

1. van den Ancker et al. (1998); 2. Hillenbrand et aI. (1992); 3. Testi et al. (1998) 

4. Dunkin & Crawford (1998); 5. Natta et al. (2000); 6. Fuente et al. (2002) 

M* 
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Table 2.2: Ages of Herbig Ae/Be stars 

Object Sp. Type ref distance Av ref logTe// logL*/L0 Age 

(pc) mag (Myr) 

HD ,98922 B9Ve 1 540 0.34 1 4.02 3.00 < 0.1 

ZCMa F6IIle 1 1150 2042 1 3.81 3.11 < 0.1 

V361 Cep B3ne 1 1250 1.89 1 4.26 3.36 < 0.1 

HD 35929 FOIIle 1 360 0040 1 3.86 1.96 0.2 

HD 37806 A2Vpe 1 500 0.03 1 3.95 2.22 0.3 

HD 85567 B7-BVe 1 4BO 0.81 1 4.09 2.57 004 

V3510ri A7IIle 1 500 0.50 1 3.89 1.98 0.5 

V1295 Aql A2IVe 1 290 0.19 1 3.95 1.85 1.5 

HD 38120 AO 4 420 0.14 4 3.99 1.69 2.5 

HD 144432 A9IVe 3 200 0.56 1 3.87 1.50 3.0 

HK Ori GIVe 3 460 1.20 2 3.77 1.01 3.B 

V3460ri A2IV 3 400 0043 1 3.95 1.30 7.6 

CO Ori F7Ve 3 120 1.83 1 3.81 0.63 > 10.0 

HD 100453 Any 4 111 0.14 4 3.87 0.97 > 10.0 

References: 

1. va.n dell Ancker et al. (1998); 2. Hillenbrand et al. (1992); 3. Mora et a.L (2001) 

4. Hipparcos 

2.3 Observations and Analysis 
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Optical CCD spectra were obtained with resolution (AI ~A) ranging from 1000 - 3000 

for 33 stars in our sample with the Optomechanics Research (OMR) spectrograph 

on the 2.34 meter Vainu Bappu Telescope (VBT) at the Vainu Bappu Observatory, 

Kavalur, India and with the Hanle Faint Object Spectrograph (HFOSC) on the 2 

meter Himalayan Chandra Telescope at the Indian Astronomical Observatory, HanIe, 

India. Log of spectroscopic observations is given in the Appendix A. 
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All spectra were bias subtracted, flat-field corrected, extracted and wavelength 

calibrated in the standard manner using the lRAFl reduction package. The spectra 

which are normalized to the continuum are presented in the Appendix A. 

2.4 Evolution of H a equivalent width with age 

The most prominent emission feature in HAeBe stars is the H a line. It is found in 

varying intensity in HAeBe stars. In this Section we study the temporal evolution of 

H C\:' emission strength in HAeBe stars. To this end, we measured the equivalent widths 

of the emission component of the H C\:' line in HAeBe stars for which we have spectra. 

The observed equivalent widths are tabulated in Table 2.3. We have also compiled 

equivalent widths of H C\:' for HAeBe stars available from the literature. These are also 

presented in Table 2.3. Table 2.3 contains H a equivalent widths for 51 HAeBe stars 

obtained from our observations and compiled from the literature. 

Table 2.3: H C\:' equivalent widths of Herbig Ae/Be stars 

Object Ha equivalent width t (..4.) Object Ha equivalent width (..4) 

This work hb88 cr98 This work hb88 cr98 

M\VC 1080 ... -75.0 -94.2 V3800ri ... -81.0 -71.0 

BD+40 4124 -120.0 -94.0 -31.8 LkHa 218 ... -22.0 -31.9 

HD 200775 -61.0 -35.0 -17.7 VVSer -50.0 -22.0 -31.8 

HD 259431 -62.0 -55.0 -52.9 V1295 Aql -29.3 ... ... 

LkHa 234 ... -44.0 -52.1 XY Per -6.5 ... . .. 

HD 98922 -27.0 .. . ... HD 38120 -24.0 ... . .. 

Z CMa -106.0 -10.0 -24.8 AB Aur -44.0 -27.0 -26.3 

V361 Cep ... -36.0 ... NX Pup -44.0 ... -44.2 

BD+463471 -21.1 -20.0 ... HD 97048 .. , -30.0 -51.1 

RRTau ... -33.0 ... HD 144432 -4.3 ... . .. 

continued on next page 

lIRAF is distributed by National Optical Astronomy Observatories, USA. 
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continued from previous page 

Object H a equivalent width Object H a equivalent width 

This work hb88 er98 This work 

LkHa 215 ... -25.0 -26.7 BF Ori 

V376 Cas ., . -37.0 -33.4 LkHa 233 

HD 142527 -10.0 ... . .. HK Ori 

HD 179218 -13.0 ... ... HD 31648 

HD 35929 -2.4 ... . .. HD 150193 

510ph -1.6 ... ... HD 36112 

BD+61154 -68.0 -78.0 -44.1 HD 163296 

HD 37806 -25.4 ... ... IP Per 

LkHa 25 ... -47.0 -58.2 HD 34282 

HD 85567 -41.0 ... ... HD 141569 

LkHa 198 ... -85.0 -40.5 CO Ori 

HD 250550 ... -40.0 ... KK Oph 

TOri ... -16.0 ... HD 100453 

LkHa 208 ... -8.0 ... AK Seo 

UX Ori -5.1 -20.0 ... HD 35187 

HR 5999 -5.7 -7.0 ... 

t negative values of W(HoJ indicates Her. in emission 

References: 

hb88: Herbig & Bell (1988); er98: Corcoran & Ray (1998) 
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We plot equivalent widths of Ha emission line W(Ha) of HAeBe stars against 

the stellar ages to look for possible evolutionary trend. Whenever more than one 

measurement of W(H a) are available we have plotted the mean value of those mea

surements. The plot of \Y(H 0.) against ages is presented in Figure 2.2. The error 

bars plotted for W(H a) represent the dispersion in different measurements and are 

a measure of variability of H eli emission strength. It is seen from Figure 2.2 that 

there is an overall decrease in W(H a) with age though at small ages there is a large 

spread in the H Q equivalent widths. Out of 11 stars with ages > 5 Myr, only one has 
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W(Ha) > 20 in Figure 2.2. Thus, while young HAeBe stars show both very strong 

(W(Ha) > 80A e.g., MWC 1080 & BD+40 4124) and weak (W(Ha) < 5A e.g., 51 

Oph & HD 35929) emission and an entire range between these two extremes, older 

stars systematically show low emission line activity (W(Ha) < 20A). The dashed 

line shown in the figure acts as an upper envelope to the distribution of W(H a) with 

age ofHAeBe stars. It is of the functional form W = W(O)e-age/ T with W(O) = -100 

and T = 3M yr. More than 80% of the data points fall below the line indicating that 

the strength of H a emission in HAeBe stars decline rapidly. Equivalent width of H a 

emission in HAeBe stars, seems to decline on a timescale of about 3 Myr. 

2.5 K-band excess and age 

The fact that HAeBe stars show excess emission at near-infrared wavelengths has 

been well documented in the literature (e.g., Lada & Adams 1992; Hillenbrand et al. 

1992; Malfait et al. 1998). In this Section we look for possible correlation between 

the magnitude of K-band excess shown by HAeBe stars and the ages of these stars. 

In order to study t.he evolutionary trend in the near-infrared excess shown by HAeBe 

stars we have colllpil(\d thr .1, H, and [(8 magnitudes for our sample stars from the 

2MASS All-Sky Point Source Catalogue. In Table 2.4 we list the near-infrared data 

for 46 HAeTIe stars. We list only those sources for which the 2MASS catalogue gives 

the optical association with a Tycho-2 star. Also we have excluded sources which 

have extended source contamination flag set to 2 in the 2MASS catalogue. Sources so 

indicated are often foreground stars superimposed on background galaxies, or some

times extractions of pieces of the galaxy or nebula. The point source photometry 

for these sources is probably contaminated by the surrounding structured extended 

emission. Further, stars with only upper limit measurements for Hand Ks magni

tudes in 2MASS are also not listed in Table 2.4. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 2.4 give 

object name and the 2MASS designation of the object. Columns 3-8 list J, H, & Ks 

magnitudes and quoted errors in the magnitudes. 

As a measure of K-band excess of the stars we use the quantity 6.(H - K) which 
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Figure 2.2: H a equivalent widths of Herbig Ae/Be stars plotted against derived stellar 

ages. Error bars in W(H a) represents the dispersion in the equivalent width measurements 

given in Table 2.3. The dashed line is of the functional form W = W(O)e- age/ T with 

W(O) = -100 and 7' = 3Myr. 
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is defined as 

D.(H - K) = (H - K) - (H - K)o - 0.0645 x Av 

where (H - K) is the observed color, (H - K)o the intrinsic color corresponding to the 

spec~ral type of the star and Av is the visual extinction towards the star. To compute 

D.(H - K) we first converted observed 2MASS colors (H - K 8 ) to the Koornneef (1983) 

system following the color transformations given in Carpenter (2001). The intrinsic 

colors of the stars and average reddening law used in computing A(H - K) are from 

Koornneef (1983). The extinction values used are the ones listed in Table 2.1 and 

Table' 2.2. The D.(H - K) values thus obtained are listed in column 9 of Table 2.4 

and estimated errors in D.(H - K) in column 10. 

Table 2.4: 2MASS magnitudes of Herbig Ae/Be stars 

Object 2MASS J eJ H eH K8 eK. I A(H-K) e.6(H-K) 

Designation mag mag mag mag ma.g mag mag mag 

MWC 1080 23172558+6050436 7.461 0.030 5.980 0.038 4.826 0.018 1.13 0.11 

BD+40 4124 20202825+4121514 7.904 0.023 6.792 0.018 5.766 0.016 1.11 0.04 

HD 259431' 06330519+1019199 7.454 0.026 6.666 0.034 5.726 0.020 1.07 0.05 

HD 98922 11223166-5322114 6.004 0.020 5.226 0.029 4.280 0.036 1.15 0.06 

Z CMa 07034316·1133062 6.543 0.019 5.216 0.027 3.766 0.178 1.58 0.23 

RR Tau 05393051+2622269 9.685 0.020 8.416 0.016 7.389 0.Q23 1.17 0.06 

HD 142527 15564188-4219232 6.503 0.029 5.715 0.031 4.980 0.020 0.74 0.05 

lID 179':!11- 19111124+1547155 6.994 0.020 6.645 0.026 5.995 0.018 O.il 0.04 

HD 35929 05274279·0819386 7.211 0.023 6.974 0.034 6.673 0.026 0.28 0.05 

510ph 17312497-2357453 4.900 0.186 4.712 0.206 4.296 0.029 0.49 0.26 

BD+61 154 00431825+6154402 8.137 0.019 6.917 0.024 5.896 0.016 1.13 0.04 

HD 37806 05410229-0243006 7.115 0.020 6.252 0.033 5.400 0.029 1.03 0.06 

HD 85567 09502853-6058029 7.472 0.024 6.680 0.031 5.774 0.023 1.08 0.05 

V3510ri 05441880+0008403 7.950 0.020 7.504 0.040 6.846 0.026 0.74 0.06 

HD 250550 06015998+1630567 8.475 0.020 7.528 0.026 6.635 0.018 1.07 0.04 

HR 5999 16083427-3906181 5.907 0.018 5.220 0.027 4.386 0.036 0.97 0.06 

TOri 05355043-0528349 8.271 0.021 7.236 0.047 6.216 0.023 1.13 0.08 

LkHa 208 06074953+ 1839264 10.254 0.020 9.834 0.023 9.245 0.021 0.59 0.05 

UX Ori 05042998-0347142 8.707 0.021 8.044 0.034 7.214 0.020 0.98 0.05 

V3800ri 05362543-0642577 8.107 0.026 6.964 0.027 5.947 0.024 1.15 0.05 

V1295 Aql 20030250+0544166 7.194 0.019 6.647 0.017 5.855 0.027 0.94 0.04 

XY Per 03493638+3858556 7.654 0.018 6.917 0.017 6.092 0.018 0.85 0.03 

AB Aur 04554582+3033043 5.936 0.018 5.062 0.020 . 4.230 0.016 0.98 0.03 

HD 38120 05431188-0459499 8.432 0.027 7.847 0.086 7.156 0.018 0.83 0.11 

NXPup 07192826-4435114 8.579 0.030 7.285 0.042 6.080 0.031 1.39 0.07 

continued on next page 
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continued from previous page 
Object 2MASS J eJ H eH K. eK. ll(H - K) eA(H-K) 

Designation ma.g mag mag mag mag mag mag mag 

HD 97048 11080329-7739174 7.267 0.023 6.665 0.049 5.941 0.029 0.81 0.07 

HD 144432 16065795-2743094 7.095 0.032 6.538 0.067 5.888 0.018 0.71 0.09 

BF Ori 05371326-0635005 9.113 0.024 8.565 0.040 7.897 0.029 0.77 0.06 

HD 104237 12000511-7811346 5.813 0.023 5.246 0.059 4.585 0.D18 0.76 0.08 

HI<: Ori 05312805+1209102 9.408 0.020 8.311 0.023 7.341 0.031 1.04 0.06 

HD 31648 04584626+2950370 6.865 0.021 6.262 0.033 5.527 0.021 0.87 0.05 

HD 163296 17562128-2157218 6.195 0.021 5.531 0.036 4.779 0.D18 0.90 0.05 

HD 150193 16401792-2353452 6.947 0.020 6.214 0.020 5.476 0.017 0.79 0.03 

HD 36112 05302753+2519571 7.221 0.026 6.560 0.024 5.804 0.023 0.89 0.04 

IP Per 03404696+3231537 9.139 0.020 8.409 0.Dl8 7.589 0.016 0.93 0.03 

HD 245185 05350960+ 1001515 9.291 0.030 8.764 0.053 8.020 0.036 0.89 0.08 

HD 100546 11332542-7011412 6.425 0.020 5.962 0.031 5.418 0.023 0.64 0.05 

HD 34282 05160047-0948353 9.256 0.026 8.475 0.033 7.678 0.023 0.93 0.05 

HD 141569 15495775-0355162 6.872 0.027 6.861 0.040 6.821 0.026 -0.00 0.06 

V3460ri 05244279+0143482 9.699 0.023 9.188 0.024 8.561 0.019 0.72 0.04 

Ty CrA 19014081-3652337 7.486 0.024 6.970 0.026 6.673 0.023 0.26 0.05 

CO Ori 05273833+ 1125389 7.983 0.023 7.213 0.038 6.508 0.020 0.68 0.07 

KK Oph 17100811-2715190 9.072 0.027 7.233 0.040 5.795 0.026 1.66 0.07 

HD 100453 11330559-5419285 6.945 0.026 6.390 0.038 5.600 0.021 0.91 0.06 

AK SeQ 16544485-3653185 7.676 0.026 7.059 0.033 6.503 0.020 0.57 0.05 

HD 35187 05240118+2457370 6.953 0.021 6.480 0.018 5.911 0.017 0.64 0.03 

To fitud~' tlH' I>dla\'iol1r of the' K-band excess of HAeBe stars with age we plot 

6.(H - [() listed in Table 2.4 against the ages of HAeBe stars estimated fr('lm pre-main 

~,t'quenc! c\"olutionary tracks. The plot is shown in Figure 2.3 where for most HAeBe 

stars the values of 6.(H - K) are found to be in a narrow range of 0.5-1.2 mag. 

Neverthelefis, it can be seen from the figure that the younger stars have relatively 

large values of intrinsic K-band excess and the older stars preferentially have lower 

valu('s. Thus, although the variation in 6.(H - K) is small, a general decline of K

band exe:0fifi with stcIlar age is perceptible. The observed trend is consistent with 

the magnitude of K-band excess in HAeBe stars decreasing systematically with time 

during the pre-main sequence phase. 

From the preceding discussion it is clear that W(Ho.) and the K-band excess in 

HAeBe stars display clear evolutionary trends. Both the H 0. equivalent width and the 

magnitude of K-band excess decrease with increasing pre-main sequence age of the 

star. It is of interest to see how well these two quantities are correlated. A correlation 
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Figure 2.3: K-band excess 6.(H - K) of Herbig Ae/Be stars plotted against the stellar 

age. 
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between H a line strength and near-infrared excess is expected if HAeBe stars harbour 

accretion disks and if the emission line activity is powered by accretion. In fact 

such a correlation has been found for classical T Tauri stars (CTTS) (Cabrit et al. 

1990), around which the existence of accretion disks has been adequately established. 

In HAeBe stars Corcoran & Ray (1998) have found a correlation between H a line 

equivalent width and near infrared colors. In Figure 2.4 we present the plot between 

absolute values of W(Ha) and b.(H - K) for 40 of our sample stars. Error bars 

plotted in W(Ha) are the same as that in Figure 2.2. A tight correlation between 

Ha equivalent width and the K-band excess is evident from the figure. 

100 

• 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
d(H-K) 

Figure 2.4: Absolute values of HOI. equivalent widths plotted against K-band excess. 

2.6 Discussion 

Using the ages estimated for a large sample of HAeBe stars we have studied the tem

poral evolution of H a emission and K-band excess shown by HAeBe stars. Strength 
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of emission line activity and the magnitude of K-band excess in HAeBe stars are 

found to decrease with increasing pre-main sequence age of the star. Further, the 

line equivalent width of HQ and the near-infrared excess fl.(H - K) are found to be 

strongly correlated. 

As discussed in the introduction, the origin of emission lines in HAeBe stars is not 

clearly understood. Some authors suggest that the HAeBe winds are accretion driven 

(Hillenbrand et al. 1992; Corcoran & Ray 1998) while others maintain that it is stellar 

in origin (Catala 1988; Bouret & Catala 1998; Nisini et al. 1995). In the accretion disk 

scenario, invoked in analogy with T Tauri stars, the emission is thought to be powered 

by accretion and the strength of H Q emission is taken as a measure of accretion rate 

(e.g., Hillenbrand et al. 1992). Our result that the H a emission strength decreases 

with increasing pre-main sequence age of the star would then imply an evolution in 

accretion with accretion rates dropping off with increasing pre-main sequence age of 

the star on a timescale of f"'..J 3 Myr. On the other hand if the winds are stellar in 

origin, H Q' line is a measure of the strength of the stellar wind and may be used to 

eomputc mass loss rates (Catala & Kllnasz 1987; Catala 1988; Nisini et al. 1995). Our 

result, in this case indicates declining mass loss rates with age. Irrespective of the 

drivi np; ul('("ha II iSlll. t hen' is c-l('(ll" ('\"id('ll(,(' for an evolutionary trend ill t hr ('mission 

liI!(~ activity of HAeBe stars during the pre-main sequence phase. 

Apart from the overall trend of decreasing emission line strength .with increasing 

pre-main sequence age of HAeBe stars, what is striking in Figure 2.2 is the short 

t.imescales in which the H Q equivalent width fall substantially. The emission line 

strength decrease by a factor of more than 2 in as short a timescale as 1'J3 Myr. This 

timescale is qui tp similar to t h(' disk lifetimes derived for pre-main sequence stars 

from the studies of disk frequencies in clusters and associations (Haisch et al. 2001; 

Hillenbrand 2002). Hillenbrand (2002), based on their study ofinner disk frequency in 

a large number of young open clusters and associations, have found that the median 

lifetimes of inner optically thick accretion disks seen around young stars may be as 

short as < 2 - 3Al yr. The fact that emission line strength and inner disks in young 

stars show identical timescales of evolution argue for a possible physical connection 

between the origin of both phenomena. The presence of accretion disks around HAeBe 
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stars would naturally explain such a connection between accretion and strength of 

emission line activity. 

The most important evidence for the existence of optically thick inner disks around 

HAeBe stars comes from the relatively high values of K-band excess shown by these 

stars. The excess (H -K) color derived for HAeBe stars in Section 2.5 range from 0.5 

to 1.2 mag. The near-infrared excess color fl.(H -K) has two components contributing 

to it: one from the reprocessed starlight by the disk and the other from the heating of 

the disk by viscous accretion. If the activity in HAeBe stars were to be entirely stellar 

in origin one cannot explain the high values of K-band excess seen in these stars. For 

example, in classical Be stars, where the emission line activity is entirely due to the 

star and the emission line spectra of which resemble that of HAeBe stars, also show 

K-band excess due to free-free emission from the ionized equatorial wind. But the 

magnitude of this excess is much smaller than that found for HAeBe stars (Lada & 

Adams 1992). Thus the relatively high values of fl.(H - K) in HAeBe stars argues 

strongly for the presence of optically thick inner disks, either passively reprocessing 

the r.cntral starlight or actively accreting or both. From our anlysis we find a trend 

of decreasing .6..(H - K) with increasing pre-main sequence age of HAeBe stars. This 

should dparly sllgg<'st all ('\"olll t ion of iUIl(>r disks in intermediate mass stars during 

t.he pre-main sequence phase. The accretion rate drops and the inner disks gradually 

get disrupted during the pre-main sequence phase and completely disappear, perhaps 

much before the star reaches the main sequence phase. The relatively rapid evolution 

of H Q emission line strength on similar timescales as that of inner disk evolution 

clearly argues for a connection between the two and supports the scenario in which 

HAeBe stars af(~ snrrounded by accretion disks which also reprocess the central star 

light. The evolutionary trend that we find in both emission line activity and K-band 

excess further argue for a drop in the level of accretion activity and gradual disruption 

of the inner disk with increasing pre-main sequence age of the star. 

The tight correlation found between .6..(H -K) and W(Ha) in Figure 2.4 strongly 

suggests a connection between the presence of inner disks and emission line activity 

in HAeBe stars. The H a equivalent width is well correlated with K-band excess over 

two orders of magnitude. It is difficult to explain such a correlation if emission line 
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activity is solely due to the central star. The observed correlation is quite posssible 

if there is an intimate connection between the presence of inner accretion disks and 

emission line activity. In T Tauri stars where presence of accretion can be established 

independently (e.g., optical veiling) a correlation between H a. emission strength and 

near-infrared excess has been found to exist (Cabrit et al. 1990). Corcoran & Ray 

(1998) have shown that this correlation extends to higher mass HAeBe stars as well. 

All these evidence support the accretion disk scenario postulated for HAeBe star 

where the central star is surrounded by an accretion disk and the emission line activity 

in these stars are powered by accretion. 

The evolutionary trend that we find in the emission line strength and the K-band 

excess, therefore, indicates an evolution in accretion rate. The level of accretion 

activity in HAeBe stars generally declines during the pre-main sequence evolution of 

the star. The accretion rate falls relatively rapidly during the first 2-4 Myr of the 

pre-main sequence evolution in most of the HAeBe stars. The inner disk may get 

disrupted completely 011 such timescales. In some HAeBe stars the disk is disrupted 

on much smaller tinH'scRlrs than the average as can be seen from the large scatter in 

Ho emission lill(' s t l'('ugt h at ages of '" 1 :\lyr. Also, a few HAeBe stars IIlay rrt aill 

illlH'f disks alld ('()fll iflll(' to It;!\'!· J'('sidllal (I('('I'0.tion for a few :\lyl' IOllg!'!' thall thr 

average. 

2.7 Summary 

In this ('hapter we have st.udied the temporal evolution of emission line activity in 

HAeBe stars. Placing these stars in the HR diagram, we determined the ages of 

the stars from the theoretical pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks. Using the ob

s(~rv(~<l (~qllivaiellt widths of H a. line as a measure of emission line activity, we looked 

for possiblp evolutionary trend in the activity level of these stars. We also studied 

the behaviour of ncar-infrared excess of HAeBe stars with pre-main sequence age. 

CoudusioIlS of this study are summarized below . 

• We find an evolutionary trend of decreasing Ha equivalent width with increas-
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ing pre-main sequence age of HAeBe stars. The level of emission line activity 

gradually drops during the pre-main sequence evolution of intermediate mass 

stars. 

• The H Q line strength in HAeBe stars falls by more than a factor of two on 

timescales as short as ",,3 Myr. This timescale is comparable to the inner disks 

lifetimes of pre-main sequence stars. 

• The magnitude of K-band excess in HAeBe stars is found to decrease with 

increasing pre-main sequence age of the star. The accretion rate falls and the 

inner disk gradually gets disrupted during the pre-main sequence evolution of 

the star. 

• \Ve find a strong correlation between H Q equivalent width and the K-band 

excess .6. (H - K) of HAeBe stars. This clearly suggests a connection between 

emission line activity and presence of accretion disks in these stars. 



Chapter 3 

Transition objects: Non-emission 

line young stars 

3.1 Introduction 

As discuss~d in the previous chapter, Herbig Ae/Be (HAeBe) stars which are in

termediCli.(, mass (2 ~ M/M0 ~ 8) pre-main sequence stars, are very ~.ctive and are 

associated with rich circumstellar environment. These stars exhibit a variety of obser

\'atiollal signatures like presence of emission lines in the spectra, near and far-infrared 

excess emission, variablity and intrinsic polarization of starlight. Most of the main 

sequence stars, on the other hand, do not show any of these features, Therefore, the 

drcumstellar matter and its observational manifestations seen in young stars should 

h(~ lost sometime during the pre-main sequence and early main sequence evolution. 

\Vhell the star evolves along its pre-main sequence evolutionary track in the HR dia

gram, the circllmstellar matter around it also must evolve and more or less disperse 

hy the time the star reaches the main sequence. Infact, such evolution of circumstellar 

This chapter is partly based on the paper Manoj P., Maheswar, G.~ & H. C. Bhatt, MNRAS, 

.9.94. 419 (2002) 
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material has been found around several young stars. Gorti & Bhatt (1993) and The 

(1994) have discussed evidence for grain growth in the disks around HAeBe stars. 

Weakening of emission lines in the spectra, disappearance of near-infrared excess and 

a general decline of the dust content in the disk are some of the expected trends dur

ing the pre-main sequence evolution of the central star. However, several questions 

regarding the evolution of the young star and the attendant circum stellar material 

remain to be answered. What is the exact nature of the evolution of circumstellar 

environment around young stars? What are the mechanisms and time scales of this 

evolution? There have been suggestions in the literature that HAeBe stars evolve 

into Vega-like stars (eg. Malfait et al. 1998; Waters & Waelkens 1998). Vega-like 

stars are characterized by substantial far-infrared excess due to cool dust, relatively 

low ncar-infrared excess, low polarization and lack of emission lines in the spectra. 

The dust masses found around them are a few orders of magnitudes lower than that 

of HAeBes. Also, Vega-like disks in general are gas depleted (Lagrange et al. 2000). 

Do all HAeBe stars pass through a Vega-like phase with gas depleted disks? These 

questions are ('ritieal to our understanding of the nature of the pre-main sequence 

and main srqll('ll<'(' ('\'olutioll of tlH' int(,rIllC'diate mass stars and that of the evolution 

of thr circ'1lIlls1<'1I<1J' <'1I\"irollllH'llt associatC'd wit.h these stars. Onp of thc' \\'a~'s to 

address these' issue's is t.o idelltify auJ study young stars that are in the final stages 

of pre-mai.J1 sequence evolution or have just reached the main sequence. 

In this chapter we identify and study some young stars which are in an intermedi

atp, stage of evolution between the very active pre-main sequence phase and the main 

sequcnee phas('. These stars do not show emission lines or any other signatures of 

activity. Near-infrared excesses are absent or, if present, are at relatively low levels, 

indicat.ing the absence of hot inner disks. However, cold and extended dust disks may 

be preHent as the stars show substantial far-infrared excesses. 
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3.2 Non-emission line young stars of intermediate 

mass 

In Table 5 of their catalogue, The et al. (1994) have listed 14 early type stars whose 

evolutionary status is uncertain and which have not been identified to belong to any 

specific group. Typical pre-main sequence properties are less clearly seen in these 

stars. One of them, f3 Pic, is a bonafide Vega-like star; it is a young main sequence star 

with an extended and cold dust disk. We identify 7 of the remaining stars to be in an 

intermediate stage of evolution between pre-main sequence and main sequence phase. 

In the following we present optical spectra for these stars and discuss the properties 

of their circumstellar environment in relation with their evolutionary status. 

3.2.1 Observations 

Object Date of Exposure Time 

Ohsrrvation 
-

HD 36917 27 Frbmary 2002 600s 

III) :W!):~!) I I h'i>nml'Y 2001 900s 

HD 36982 27 February 2002 600s 

MR Ori 26 February 2002 600s 

HD 37062 26 February 2002 300s 

HD 158352 11 April 2002 180s 

HD 176386 11April 2002 600s 

Table 3.1: Log of spectroscopic observations of stars from Table 5 of The et al. (1994) 

Optieal CCD spectra were obtained with resolution ()..I A>") ranging from 1000 -

3000 for all the stars in Table 3.1 with the Optomechanics Research (OMR) spectro

graph on the 2.34 meter Vainu Bappu Telescope (VBT) at the Vainu Bappu Obser

vatory, Kavalur, India. Log of spectroscopic observations is given in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Spectra of HD 36917, HD 36982, HD 37062 and MR Ori obtained at a 

dispersion of 2.4..4. /pixel. A spectrum of prototype Herbig Ae star ABAur is also shown. 
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Figure 3.2: Spectra of HD 36939 obtained at a dispersion of 4.8A /pixel. A spectrum 

of ABAttr at similar resolution is also shown. 
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Object Sp. Type B V E(B - V) Av 

mag mag mag mag 

HD 36917 B9.5V+AO 8.18 8.05 0.200 1.00 

HD 36939 B8.5V 9.00 9.04 0.066 0.13 

HD 36982 B2V 8.47 8.44 0.264 1.47 

t MR Ori A2V:var 10.89 10.55 0.290 1.56 

t HD 37062 B5V 7.80 8.24 0.000 0.92 

HD 158352 A8V 5.64 5.41 0.000 0.00 

HD 176386 B9IV 7.44 7.33 0.180 0.56 

Table 3.2: Basic data for stars from Table 5 of The et al. (1994) 

t Sta,rs with 110 Tycho mca.'Iurcments 

All spectra were bias subtracted, flat-field corrected, extracted and wavelength 

calibrated in the standard manner using the IRAF* reduction package. Reduced 

spectra of HD :3G!) Ii, II D :3G982, HD 37062 and MR Ori are prC'sC'ntrd in Fip;urr 

3.1. A f;]>rctrllIIl of t h(' prototyp<' HC'rbig Af' star ABAuf, observed with the same 

instrulllC'lltal S('\ lip. is ills() iJl("llIdf'd ill Fip,ll]"(l 3.1 for comparison. ;\\1 s])('l"tra ill 

Fignre 3.1 haye been normalized by fitting a continuum. Each spectrum spans a 

wavelength range of'" 2500A, centered roughly at H a(>.. rv 6563A). In Figure 3.2 we 

present the normalized spectrum of HD 36939 at a slightly lower resolution together 

with a spectrum of ABAur obtained with the same instrumental setting. The spectra 

ill Figure 3.2 range in wavelength from 5000 - 9000A. In Figure 3.3 we present optical 

spectra of HD 158352 and HD 176386 obtained at a dispersion of 1.2A!pixel centered 

roughly at H(t. Both t.he spectra in Figure 3.3 have been normalized to the continuum. 

3.2.2 Data compiled from literature 

In Table 3.2 we present the basic data on the stars from Table 5 of The et al. (1994) 

for which we have obtained the optical spectra. Spectral types listed in column 2 

*IIlAF is distribllt(~d by Nat.ional Optical Astronomy Observatories, USA. 
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Figurr 3.3: Spectra of HD 158352 and HD 176386 obtained at a dispersion of 1.2A/pixel, 

centered at Ha. 
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Object 2MASS J eJ H eH Ks eKs 

Designation mag mag mag mag mag mag 

HD 36917 05344698-0534145 7.221 0.019 6.964 0.034 6.641 0.018 

HD 36939 05345529-0530220 8.851 0.021 8.857 0.031 8.843 0.021 

HD 36982 05350983-0527532 7.743 0.024 7.636 0.047 7.472 0.020 

MR Ori 05351697-0521452 9.242 0.030 8.978 0.037 8.863 0.029 

HD 37062 05353142-0525162 7.794 0.020 7.640 0.029 7.542 0.016 

HD 158352 17284905+0019502 4.813 0.037 4.883 0.018 4.805 0.021 

HD'176386A 19013892-3653264 6.847 0.020 6.809 0.031 6.690 0.024 

HD 176386B 19013912-3653292 7.603 - 7.490 0.090 7.138 0.078 

Table 3.3: 2MASS measurements for stars from Table 5 of The et al. (1994) 

are from Levato & Abt (1976) for HD 36917, HD 36939, HD 36982 & HD 37062; 

from SIMBAD for MR Ori and as given in Hipparcos for HD 158352 & HD 176386. 

The optical Band \. llIilgllitll<ks of 1 h(' stars, listed in col tlIlll I :3 and c()lullln! 

taken frotll SL\ll3.\U \\,1\('11 (ljl,I,O 11l('HSllt'('lll(~lltt; do not exist. Reddening, 1:.:(13 - ~:) 

(~stimat('d from Hpcctral types and photometric magnitudes is listed in column 5. 

Negative values of E(B - V) have been called zero in the table. The vi~ual extinction 

givPtl in eohlIllll G is from Hillcnbrand (1997) for the first five stars and for the last 

t.wo it is obtaiIH~d from E( B - l"), using the average relation Av / E(B - V) = 3.1. 

In Table 3.3 we compile the near-infrared observations for the stars from the 

2MASS catalogue. In coluIIllls 1 & 2 we list the names and the 2MASS designations 

of the objcets. ColulllIls 3-8 give .1, H, Ks magnitudes and the corresponding errors 

in the magnitudes. 

We ltaye C'Ollstrueted near-infrared color-color (( J - H) - (H - Ks)) diagram from 

the 2MASS magnitudes for our program stars which is shown in Figure 3.4. Along 

, with our program sta.rs, HAeBe stars and main sequence stars are also plotted in 

the diagram. Tho colours for t.he main sequence stars are from Koornneef (1983) 
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Figure' 3.4: Near-infrared color-color diagram for stars from Table 5 of The et al. (1994). 

Filled circles denote program stars and the open triangles Herbig AeJBe stars. The solid 

line represents main sequence dwarfs. The dotted lines define the reddening band between 

them. 

which are then converted into 2MASS system following Carpenter (2001). HAeBe 

Htars are taken from The et a1. (1994) and van den Ancker et al. (1998) and their 

colours are derived from the 2MASS magnitudes. The two parallel dotted lines form 

the reddening band for normal stellar photospheres. These lines are parallel to the 

reddp.uing vector and bound the range in the color-color diagram within which stars 

with purely reddened normal stellar photospheres can fall (Lada & Adams 1992). 

Three of the program stars have IRAS sources associated with them. In Table 

3.4 we present the IRAS data and quantities estimated from them. Columns 1 & 

2 of Table 3.4 give name of the object and the lRAS source associated with it. In 

columns 3-6 we list the excess flux ,', !ve the stellar photosphoric flux in each of the 
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Figure 3.5: The color-magnitude diagram (CMD) for stars from Table 5 of The et al. 

(1994). Solid line represents the main sequence. 

IRllS bawis and in column 7, the fractional dust luminosity fd = Ldust! L* is listed. 

The excesses and fd listed in Table 3.4 have been computed as discussed in Chapter 

5. The IRAS flux densities quoted do represent emission from these sources and are 

llot due to other sources in the IRAS beam. The association of HD 158352 with the 

JRAS source 17262+0022 has been discussed in the literature (Jaschek et al. 1991). 

We note that IRAS point sources 05323-0536, 05327-0529 have positional coincidences 

\vith HD 36917 and HD 36982 to within 4" and 2" respectively. The surface density 

of IRAS point sources in this region is f'.J 10-2 sources / (arcmin)2. Therefore, for a 

giYen star, in the 12 and 25 IJ. bands, the probability that an unrelated IRAS point 

source is in the IRAS beam (0.75' x 4.5') is only,...., 3%. 

A color-absolute magnitude diagram (CMD) constructed for all the program stars 

is shown in Figure 3.5. The zero-age main sequence data is taken from Schmidt-
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Object lRAS Source Excesses at IRAS wavebands (Jy) /d = Ldust/ L* 

Name e12/.L e251-' esoJ.& elOOI-' 

RD 36917 05323-0536 5.7e+00 3.4e+00 .... . ... 2.3e-02 

RD 36982 05327-0529 3.4e+Ol 3.7e+02 4.8e+03 .... 7.1e-Ol 

RD 158352 17262+0022 0 1.2e-01 .... . ... 4.8e-05 

Table 3.4: IRAS sources associated with the program stars 

Kaler (1982). For the ONe member stars (see below) a distance of 470 pc is assumed 

and Hipparcos distances are used for HD 158352 and HD 176386 in computing the 

absolute magnitudes. Major contribution to the error bars shown in the figure results 

from uncertainities in the distances. The extinction values used in computing Mv 

are taken from Hillenbrand (1997) for ONe member stars and for HD 158352 and 

HD 176386 it is computed from reddenning using the average interstellar relation 

A\r/E(B - If) = 3.1. 

3.2.3 Stars in the Orion Nebula Cluster 

\Ve note that the stars ill Figures 3.1 and 3.2, viz., HD 36917, HD 36939, HD 36982, 

MR Or; ~l!ld lID 37062 are towards the direction of the Orion Nebula and the diffuse 

HII region present there is projected on to the line of sight to these stars. Therefore 

a careful subtraction of the surrounding nebular emission from the observed spec

tra is very important (Manoj et a1. 2002). This is illustrated in Figure 3.6 which 

present.s t.he raw spectrum with superposed nebular lines and the reduced spectrum 

with surrounding nebular emission subtracted for HD 37062. 

It can be seen from Figure 3.1 and 3.2 that emission lines are not present in 

the spectra of these stars. In Figure 3.1 & 3.2 we have also included a spectrum of 

ABAu.r, a prototype Herbig Ae star, in the same wavelength range and of similar 

resolution as of the other spectra for comparison. Typical HAEBE emission fea

tures such as HOt, HeI ('x5876A & ,X6678A), or (,X7774A&,X8446A) and Call triplet 

(>'>'8498,8542,8662.4.) which are prominent in ABAur are not seen in the spectra 
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Figure 3.6: (a) The raw spectrum of HD 37062 with nebular lines superposed on it 

(b) The reduced spectrum after subtraction of the surrounding nebulosity. 
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of HD 36917, HD 36939, HD 36982, MR Ori and HD 37062. However, all the stars 

have earlier been treated as HAeSe stars by different authors (e.g. Malfait et al. 1998; 

Yudin 2000; Valenti et al. 2000) though in the catalogue by The et al. (1994) these 

stars are identified as non-emission line stars. Spectra presented in Figure 3.1 & 3.2 

show that the characteristic HAeSe emission features are conspicuously absent in 

these stars. The classification of these stars as HAeBe stars is, therefore, doubtful. 

The stars whose spectra are presented in Figure 3.1 & Figure 3.2, viz., HD 36917, 

HD 36939, HD 36982, MR Ori and HD 37062 are in the direction of the known 

HII region (Sharpless No. 281) towards the the Orion Nebula. From proper motion 

and radial velocity studies it has been established that these stars are kinematically 

connected with the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONe) which is at the north-western end 

of Orion A elond (van Altena et al. 1988; McNamara & Huels 1983; McNamara 1976; 

Tian ct al. 1996; Hillenbrand 1997). The stars belong to the stellar population in the 

inner'" 2.5 1)(: of the ONC which is at a distance of 470 ± 70 pc (Genzel et al. 1981; 

Walker 1969; Tian et al. 1996; Hillenbrand 1997). ONe as a whole is characterized by 

a mean agC' of < DIll]' aBel all agr sprf'ad which is probably l('ss than 2 \l~T with an 

intmmll \'('l(}dt~, displ'rsioll of "V 2 k11l."i -I (Hillenbrand 1997; Tiall et aI. 19(6). The 

killPJIlati(' aSSCl('iHliCl11 willt tIre' ()riml \c'll1lla Clust.er strongly ('ollstmiIlS tllC' ilgC'S of 

these stars to wit.hin a few'" 10'1 years. These are young stars of intermediate mass. 

The extl'CUW youth and the absence of the emission lines in the optical spectra suggest 

that theR(~ stars are towards the end stages of the pre-main sequence evolution. 

Nf~xt we turn t,o study the circumstellar dust around these stars. In the 2MASS 

('olol'-('olor diagram giv~ll in Figure 3.4 it can be seen that all the five stars, which 

arc members of ONe, arc distinctly separated from the region occupied by HAeBe 

Htars sngg('st.ing that the near-infrared characterestics of these stars are different from 

that of HAd3C' starR. The near infrared excesses of all the five stars are considerably 

lowN' than that of HAeBe stars. HD 36939, HD 36982, l'IR Ori and HD 37062 have 

ypry little nea.r-infra.red excess, if any. HD 36917 exhibits near-infrared excess but at 

a llmeh low('r IcvPl than tha.t shown by typical HAeBe stars. The near-infrared excess 

ill HAI'BC' stars is attributed to a combination of accretion and reradiation from hot 

,hlHt. l('sH than f"V 1A.u from the star. The low near infrared excess shown by our 
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program stars, then, would suggest termination of accretion and disruption of inner 

disk close to the stars. 

Hillenbrand et al. (1998) have demonstrated that the (J - H) - (H - K) diagram 

is less efficient than the (V - Ie) - (Ie - K) diagram in picking out objects with near

infrared continuum excess, particularly in late-type systems where the temperatures 

of the inner circumstellar material are comparable with those of central stars for 

a distribution of spectral types like that in ONC. They use an index ,6,(1e - K) 

to identify stars with disks in ONe. The index .6..(Ic - K) derived by them for HD 

36917, HD 36939, HD 36982, MR Ori and HD 37062 are 0.58, 0.12, 0.24, 0.20 and 0.24 

respectively. For all the stars except HD 36917 these values are lower than the mean 

value .6..(1c - K) = 0.36 for the stars in ONC. Also, the value of .6..(1c - K) = 0.58 

for HD 36917 is much lower than the expected excess from pole-on irradiation + 
accretion disks with no inner disk holes with an accretion rate of 10-9 (Hillenbrand 

et al. 1998). Thus the levels of near-infrared excess shown by HD 36917, HD 36939, 

HD 36082, l\IR Ori and HI) 37062 arr much lmver than that fOllnd for typic-fl.l HA.rBr 

stars. It could be safd.\" ('ondlld('ci that act h-c accretion has terminated ill t hrse st ars 

awl thc' illlwr disk has pr()htlhly hq!,llll t () disrupt. 

TI)(l fraet.iollal infrared luminosities fd = Ldust! L* estimated for HD 36917 and HD 

36082 Crable 3.4) are comparable to that of HAeBe stars and much higher than that 

found around some of the main sequence stars (Vega-like stars; see chapter 4). The 

dust masses computed for HD 36917 and HD 36982 are much higher than that for the 

protot~'pp Vega-like stars and for "old PMS" (OPMS) and "young main sequence" 

(YMS) systems discussed recently by Lagrange et al. (2000) (Manoj et al. 2002). 

The c:ircurnstellar dust around these stars may not be the debris product as in the 

C(lfif' of main sequence dusty systems but rather what is left over from their pre-main 

sf'qncnce phase. 

We, now discnss the locations of these stars in the color-magnitude diagram given 

ill Figurr 3.G. It can be seen from Figure 3.6 that HD 36917 and l\IR Ori are above 

thr main sequence hy 2.2 and 1.1 magnitudes respectively. The fact that HD 36917 
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is a spectroscopic binary (B9.5 + AD.5) (Levato & Abt 1976) cannot account for 

this as the increase in the brightness caused by binarity would only be rv O.7mag 

at the most. Thus the location of HD 36917 and MR Ori in the color - magnitude 

diagram is r:onsistcmt with the stars heing in the pre-main sequence phase and the 

age indicated by its kinematic association with the ONC. The positions in the CMD 

of the other three ONC member stars viz., HD 36939, HD 36982 and HD 37062 are 

consistent wi th the stars being young main sequence stars. These three stars are of 

earlier spectral types and thus have shorter pre-main sequence lifetimes; the stars are 

physically more evolved than HD 36917 and MR Ori. 

The five ONC member stars discussed above represent an evolutionary stage which 

is intermediate between pre-main sequence phase with emission lines and near-infrared 

excess and the main sequence phase. Emission lines which characterize the spectrum 

of typical prc-maill sequence stars are not seen in these stars. Continuum near

infrared excess shown by the stars are at a very low level. These two facts taken 

together strongly SllggCHtS t.hat. t.he aceretion has terminated in these stars. Two of 

the st ars for wh jeh J RA S IlH'HSlll'('IllPnts are available show prrsrncf' of olltf'r disk 

arollnd tlH'lll, til(' dl1st ("Ollt <'Ilt ()f wili('h is ('oIllparable to that of pn'-Illaiu SC'qllC'lI(,(' 

st~lI'S. TIl(' kiw'lllati<' ns!-.()('iatioll with O\C cOllstrains thp ag<'s of th('~(' !-.tClI'S to 

within < 0.1- 2M !II'. 1'h(' lo('atioll ill the color-magnitude diagram is consistent with 

HIt' ~tar~ I ".~ing old pre-main sequence or young main sequence objects. 

In the following we discuss the other two stars in our sample viz., HD 158352 and 

HD 176380. 

3.2.4 HD 158352 

HD 1G8352 is a lat.<~ A type star at a distance of '" 63 pc. Its spectrum is that of a 

main S(~qll('nc(' (lwarf though it has shown 'shell' characteristics in the metallic lines 

of CaIl (.Jascilpk et al. 1986). The shell spectrum is not as pronounced as most of 

tlw oth(~r :\ t..vP(~ Hhdl Htars and the star is often described to have a very poor shell 

(Sl(~t.t.(lbak 1982; .JaHdwk et al. 1988). Variability in its shell features has also been 

!'(~p()rterl (.JaHdwk & Andrillat 1998). 
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From the (J - K) - (H - Ks) diagram of Figure 3.4 it can be seen that HD 158352 

has little near-infrared excess suggesting the absence of heated dust within 1AU of 

the star. However, it shows excess emission at 25J..l. The fractional dust luminosity, 

/d == Lir/ L* is computed to be 4.8 x 10-5 (see Table 3.4) which is comparable to that 

of Vega, a main sequence star with dust disk. A nonspherical distribution or flattened 

structure for the dust around the star is suggested by the linear polarization of star 

light seen in the V band. Percentage polarization of 0.24 ± 0.06 has been measured 

for the star (Bhatt 1996), a value which is comparable to that shown by Vega-like 

stars (see Chapter 4). 

In the color-magnitude diagram of Figure 3.5 HD 158352 lies above the main 

sequence by 1.1 mag, suggesting a pre-main sequence evolutionary status. Hauck & 

.Jasehek (2000) derives a surface gravity value of Log g = 4.04 for the star and ascribe 

a luminosity class of V to it. HD 158352 shows presence of circumstellar gas and dust 

around it, most likely distributed in a flattened disk. The dust content of the disk is 

comparable to that of main sequence dust disks. Location of the star in the C1-'1D and 

thr vahH' d('rivc'd for :"1111"1',\(,(' gnwit.\' takc'lI tog;pth('r would illclic'al('tb,ll IID F)S:~,j2 

is a YOtlllP; star which is t()wmr\s thc' (,lle! of its pre-main sequence (',"olntioll, 

3.2.5 HD 176386 

HD 17G38G is flituated towards the north-west edge of the R CrA molecular cloud, 

!'Oughl,\' I' sout.h-past of the B8 star TY erA. A reflection nebula surrounds TyerA 

whieh is an c~dipHing Pl\lS binary (e,g., Vaz 2001) and HD 176386. HD 176386 is 

listed ill SUvIBAD as a pre-main sequence star. However, we do not find Ho or 

HrI (A 6678.4) in emission in the spectrum given in Figure 3.3. None of the other 

('hara.ctc~ristic PM S mnission lines are seen in the star (Bibo et a1. 1992). 

From th(' 2~I:\SS (.1 - H) - (H - Ks) diagram of Figure 3.4, it can be seen that 

HD 17G386 haH \,('ry little excess in the near-infrared. Lack of near-infrared excess 

W(lS (~arlipr demonstrated hy Bibo et al. (1992) from ground based near-infrared pho-

1 OIl\('t.J'~I. Prlls1.i pj al. (H)!)4) ha.v(' found (~xt.eIlded ('missioIl to be dominating in the 

lllid-infrarpd observations of HD 176386. The source size derived from ISOPHOT ob-
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servations at 7.3M correspond to f'V 1000AU (Siebenmorgen et al. 2000). The amount 

of circumstellar matter around HD 176386, estimated from the ratio of mid-infrared 

emission to the stollar bolometric luminosity, was found to be much smaller than that 

for typical Herbig Ae/Be systems (Prusti et al. 1994). Grady et al. (1993) have re

ported the presence of accreting gas in HD 176386 with velocities upto +300 km/ s in 

elV and Sill lines from their analysis of the IUE spectra. They find that the values 

of accreting gas column densities and maximum accretion velocity are intermediate 

between those seen in young HAeBe systems and main sequence stars such as f3 Pic. 

HD 178386 is almost on the main sequence in the CMD given in Figure 3.5. 

The association with the R CrA molecular cloud argue for a young age for the star. 

However, characteristic pre-main sequence signatures are conspicously absent in the 

star. HD 176386 clearly is in an intermediate evolutionary stage between PMS and 

MS phase. 

The Catalogue of the Components of Double, Multiple stars (CCDM) lists this 

star as a binary CCDM .J19017-3653AB, with a companion whose visual magnitude 

is 13.3. The' angular sC'lH'ral ion })('twc'C'JI the components is -1.1". making it a \'isual 

hinary. III TI-\hlp ~.:~ WI' }IilW ('ompi1l'd the' 2MASS magnitude' of lID I iG:38Gl1. It 

shows a dc'ar 1\-1>1111<1 ('X("(,ss ill Ill<' IH'ar-illfrared color-color diagram. Assuming that 

the diRtante and extinction towards both the components of the binary system are 

the same, we derive an absolute visual magnitude of 7.1 and a spectral type of K3 

or later for HD 176386B. HD 176386B is most likely a T Tauri star still in its PMS 

phase, contracting towards the main sequence. 

3.3 Vega-like stars with high fractional dust lumi

nosity 

Siu('(' th(' first detcetion of a relatively cold dust disk around the otherwise normal 

main seqm.'llce star Vega by the InfraRed Astronomical Satellite (IRAS), there have 

\)('en sev('ral surveys to identify such disks around other stars (see Chapter 4). As . . 
a f(~S1l1 t, a large number of main· sequence stars have been found to have infrared 
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Object Sp. Type B V E(B - V) Parallax c57r 

mag mag mag 7r(mas) (mas) 

HD 161489 G1V 9.82 9.25 0.000 9.5 1.8 

HD 72106 AOIV 8.56 8.58 0.000 3.5 1.4 

HD 155448 B9 8.77 8.72 0.128 1.7 1.9 

HD 17443 B9V 9.05 8.74 0.383 2.9 1.0 

HD 215592 AD 7.89 7.85 0.067 1.7 0.8 

HD 113766 F3/F5V 7.94 7.55 0.014 7.6 1.8 

SAO 43838 F6V 10.20 9.71 0.044 5.2 1.9 

HD 109510 A7m 6.78 6.49 0.093 1.2 9.9 

HD 145263 FOV 9.40 8.94 0.154 8.6 1.2 

Table 3.5: Basic data for stars with high !d 

excesses similar to that of Vega in the IRAS wavebands and are called Vega-like stars 

(sec e.g. Backman & Pan's('(' 1993; Vidal-1'ladjar & Ferlet 1994: Lagrnllg('-Hf'nri 1995: 

~-1allniIlgs & Oarlow 10U8: Lag;rallgr pt al. :2000; Silverstone 2000; Song 2000). A good 

IllrHS\ll'(I of tllf' '!lllsl illl'ss' of t IIf' disks BrolllICi \'rga-like stars is tllf' fral'! iOllal dust 

luminosity ld = Ldust! L*, which represents the optical depth offered by an orbiting 

dust di:ik t.o ultraviolet and visual radiation. Artymowicz (1996) have argued that the 

fractional dust luminosity id of Vega-like disks is self-limited by the dust avalanche 

process and t.hat these gas-poor disks, in which gas drag is unimportant for dust 

dynamics, cannot be much dustier than f3 Pic (Jd = 10-3). Systems with larger fd 

eould he diRks with gas controlled dynamics and therefore younger. 

We havo compiled a large Ilumber of candidate Vega-like systems identified in 

different surveys mentioned above and have computed the fractional dust luminosity 

fd == Ldl,.~t! L* of these disks (see Chapter ~). We find a few stars with fd ~ 10-2 in 

ollr sample. In this section we study the disk systems with high fd and attempt to 

c:ollstraiu th(~ evolutionary status of these stars. 

In Tahl(' 3.5 Wp present t.he basic data for these stars. The optical B and V 
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Object IRAS Source Excesses at IRAS wavebands (Jy) fd = Ldust! L* 

Name e12#t e25#t e60p. elOOp. 

HD 161489 17438-2913 2.71e+00 2.18e+00 '" ... 1.2ge-01 

HD 72106 08277-3826 2.20e+00 3.62e+00 1.88e+00 ... 6.06e-02 

HD 155448 17097-3210 1.55e+00 6.78e+00 6.33e+00 ... 3.83e-02 

HD 17443 02471+6736 3.86e-01 2.38e+00 1.45e+01 2.28e+01 3.4ge-02 

HD 215592 F22433+4137 3.37e-01 9.74e-01 7.45e+00 1.60e+01 2.58e-02 

HD 113766 F13037-4545 1.46e+00 1. 77e+00 6.17e-0l ... 1.48e-02 

SAO 43838 F11358+4422 ... 1.72e-0l 7.13e-0l 8.54e-01 1.38e-02 

HD 109510 F12325+ 1839 4.4ge+00 1.04e+00 2.62e-0l ... 1.32e-02 

HD 145263 F16078-2523 3.95e-01 5.06e-01 ... . .. L05e-02 

Table 3.6: IRAS sources associated with the high fd stars listed in Table 3.5 

magnitudes of the stars, listed in column 3 and column 4 respectively are derived 

froIll Tycho IlH\gIlitIlCjpS [31' allel ':r. Sp('c·tral type, parallax and (,fror in panlllax 

listed arC' as giwll ill HiJi1)n.7·(·()'<; (·atalogll('. In Table 3.6 we present thC' IRAS data 

anel 'lll<lntiti!'s c'stilllCltl'd frolll tlrc'!!!' ('o\ll!!Il1S 1 & :2 of Tahl(' 3.G gi\Oc' WIIIlPS of 111(' 

objec:t a.nd t,}w IRAS source associated with it. In columns 3-6 we list the excess flux 

above the stellar photosphoric flux in each of the IRAS bands and in column 7, the 

fradiollal dust luminosity fa = La'Ust! L* is listed. The excesses and fd listed in Table 

3.6 haw hC(,1l computed as discussed in Chapter 5. 

In Tabl<' 3.7 We' compile the near-infrared magnitudes of the stars from the 2MASS 

catalogue. In columns 1 & 2 we list the object names and the 2MASS designations 

of the objects. Columns 3-8 gives J, H, Ks magnitudes and the corresponding errors 

ill the magnitudes. 

\\"e haw ('onstructed the near-infrared colour-colour ((J - H) - (H -J{s)) diagram 

frOI~l the 2J"lASS magnitudes of the stars which is shown in Figure 3.7. HAeBe stars 

and maiu Reqllcnce stars a.re also plotted in the diagram. Except HD 72106 no other 

star show ncar-infrared excess. Even in HD 72106, the magnitude of near-infrared 
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Object 2MASS J eJ H eH Ks eK. 

Designation mag mag mag mag mag mag 

HD 161489 17470370-2914544 8.185 0.027 7.882 0.042 7.799 0.024 

HD 72106 08293488-3836214 8.425 0.023 8.279 0.036 7.915 0.020 

HD 155448 17125876-3214335 8.650 - 8.508 0.044 8.534 0.044 

HD 17443 02513274+6748542 8.131 0.030 8.084 0.033 7.994 0.020 

HD 215592 22453812+4152585 7.670 0.020 7.712 0.023 7.668 0.017 

HD 113766 13063577-4602018 6.725 0.026 6.594 0.027 6.489 0.024 

SAO 43838 11383283+4405220 8.758 0.026 8.564 0.046 8.554 0.024 

HD 109510 12350634+ 1822375 6.042 0.023 5.961 0.020 5.933 0.018 

HD 145263 16105511-2531214 8.081 0.023 7.949 0.031 7.882 0.020 

Table 3.7: 2MASS measurements for the stars in Table 3.5 

excess is much smaller than that seen in young stars with inner accretion disks. 

Clearly, the iIlllrI" disk. 11('('f('tion or irradiation from which ra11S('S thC' IlC'ar-infrArrd 

excess, is not Pt'('S(,llt ill t h('s(' stars, H()\\'('\"(~r, all the stars show far-infml"(·d !'x('('ss 

at IRASballds illdkatillg tlf(' jll'l'SI'II('(' of ('(Jld!'r. ('xtl'll<iC'd dust disk. BI'\ali\'pjy lJiglJ 

vahlC's of f(l k 10-2 ) computed for the disks suggest that these disks are not gas-free 

(ArtYIHowicz 1996). 

In chapter 5, using velocity dispersion as an age indicator, we have found a strong 

correlatioll bet\veen fractional dust luminosity (Jd == Ldust! L*) and the ages of the 

stars with dust disks. The fractional dust luminosity fd is found to fall with increasing 

stellar age, The relation between fd and stellar age derived in Chapter 5 predicts ages 

of a few IO? yr for stars with fa I"'-.J 10-2• The stars in Table 3.5 are most likely to be 

youug main sequence stars. 

In Figurf' 3.8 we prf'sent the colour-magnitude diagram for all the stars in Table 

3.G. lID IG5448 and HD 109510 are not included in the figure because of the large 

errors in the Hipparco8 parallaxes of these stars. The locations of the stars in the 

C!\1D is consistent with the stars being young main sequence objects. 
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Figure 3.7: Near-infrared color-color diagram for stars with id ~ 10-2 listed in Table 3.5 .. 

Filled circles denote stars in Table 3.5 and the open triangles Herbig Ae/Be stars. The 

solid line represents main sequence dwarfs. The dotted lines define the reddening band 

between them. 
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Figure 3.8: The color-magnitude diagram (CMD) for stars in Table 3.5. Solid line repre

sents the main sequence. 
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3.4 Discussion 

Observational properties and the nature of circumstellar environment of the transition 

objects discussed so far suggest an evolutionary sequence for intermediate mass pre

main sequence stars. In the early pre-main sequence phase (Herbig AeJBe) stars show 

several emission lines (eg. Ha, Hel (A5876A & A6678A), 01 (A7774A & A8446A) and 

Call triplet (AA8498, 8542, 8662..4.) ), near and far-infrared excess and polarization 

of starlight. During the pre-main sequence evolution, timescale of which is only 

a few Myr for intermediate mass stars, the pre-main sequence features decrease in 

strengt.h. The emission line activity weakens and eventually disappear. The near

infrared excess, which is due to both accretion and reprocessed starlight from the 

circumstellar disk, decreases in strength suggesting the termination of accretion and 

disruption of the inner disk. The far-infrared excess arising from the cold, outer disks 

may still persist. Such an evolutionary scenario has been suggested by a number of 

authors in the literat.ure (eg. Malfait et al. 1998). 

Herbig (199-1) has poilltf'd out that only a minority of pre-main sequence stars 

in the illt(lrnl(~di(\ t (' IWISS ra 1112.(1 in ~'()IlIlg d list (II'S appear to 1)(' IIprhig; Api 13(1 st aI's. 

A silllilar conclusioll was 1'<,,\('111'<1 h~' \',111 dpu Anckpr rt al. (1997) frolll tll!'ir stlulil'S 

of ~'01ll1g cllls\(lrs. This Sllgg(ISt.s t.hat dther the Herbig AejBe phenomenon is a 

tC'lllporar\' OIlC', or that some stars in that mass range do not show it at all. However, 

recent st.udies using the measured emission above expected photospheric values in 

the near-infrared to infer the presence of inner accretion disks, have shown that the 

diHk frac:tion is rv 80% in cl usters of ages < 1 M yr and declines steadily with time 

to < 10% within 3-6 Myr on the average (Hillenbrand 2002; Raisch et al. 2001; 

Lada 1999). It has been demonstrated in the literature that there is an empirical 

eonueetioll h(~twcen near-infrared excess and spectroscopic signatures of accretion 

and outHow slleh as permitted and forbidden emission lines (Corcoran & Ray 1998). 

This ohsprv(\d tnmcl indicates that though some disk evolution happens ,"ery early 

011 for Home stars before they become optically visible, most young stars have inner 

a{~er('tioll disks and show associated spectroscopic signatures in the early pre-main 

. . t to evolve relatively rapidly H('qU(,llC(l phasr. The elrCulllstellar enVlronmen appear . ' 
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during the pre-main sequence phase and most stars loose their disks within 3-6 Myr, 

which is eomparablc to the prc-main sequence lifetimes of intermediate mass stars. A 

small percentage of stars Illay retain the inner disks and show spectroscopic signatures 

of accretion a few times longer than the average (Hillenbrand 2002). 

van den Ancker et a1. (1997) have suggested that the timescale for the evolution 

of the central star and the drcumstellar environment are probably not well coupled. 

They note that the timescales at which the circumstellar material is dispersed are 

very different for individual stars even if the initial configuration and spatial distribu

tion of the circllIllstellar environment around Herbig Ae/Be stars were to be similar. 

This proposition is supported by B6hm & Catala (1995) who find that the strength 

of activity trarrrs lik(~ Hn , Call triplet and HeI 5876A increase with effective tem

perature of the> central star. The authors argue that the ultimate source of energy for 

the activity is link('d to t.he star itself, rather than to a circumstellar environment. 

Regardlpss of what driws tllP activity, an evolutionary sequence is seen in the 

spectroscopic signatures of activitr and also in the observational tracers of circum

stellar Illatprial d1ll'ill).!, t \1(' pr<'-tllaill S('(IlH'Il('C' phase of thr star. Th(1 (,lllission liIlC's 

dpcl'('(lsp ill st n'Hgt Ii (\ 1Ie1 (1\'('11 t nail,\' disH pp(lar; there is a stead;,-' ckclillr ill the 11(I(\r-

iufraJ'(ld I'XI'I'S"';: Iltl' r;ll'-itlrl';III'11 I'X(,I'~'" tll;I,\' pl'rsist. f()J' th(l (1I1IiJ'(1 IlI'I'-tllaitl ~(lq1ll·tj('(· 

phas(l and IH'yoIlcl. 

3.5 Summary 

In this thaptpI' \VP have discllRS('d observational properties of a few intermediate mass 

stars which ar(' Iikply t.o he transitioll objects. Pre-main sequence characteristics are 

abs(,nt or wry \v(lak ill tllPHp. st.ars. The status of being in an intermediate evolutionary 

stage bC'tW(~(nl ('arl~· pre-main sequence and main sequence phase is consistent with 

tht' locati()ns of t h('s(' st ars ill thr C~IDl the association with young clusters and star 

forming n~giow; and their kiIlematic: ages. 

Thp propnrti(~s of th" t.ransition objeets identified and studied here fits well with 

th(1 g<'tlC'rai ('\"oilltionar;,-' S(lqIWIH:(~ proposed for the circumstellar disks found around 
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young stars. In the early pre-main sequence phase active accretion from the disk drives 

strong emission line activity. As we saw in Chapter 1, the accretion rate gradually 

declines with the pre-main sequence age of the star. The near-infrared excess arising 

from the hot inner disk also decreases in strength as the young star ages. The accretion 

onto the star is terminated at some point and the inner disk begins to dissipate. This 

results in the cessation of emission line activity and the disappearance of near-infrared 

excess. The stars that we have identified are likely to be in this stage of evolution. 

These stars show evidence for the presence of cold outer disks around them. This 

\vollid suggest that the inner and outer disks are probably not dissipated on similar 

timescales. Moreover, the fractional dust luminosities Ldust! L* computed for these 

stars have values that are intermediate between that found for Herbig Ae/Be stars 

and main sequence stars with debris disks. Planet building is thought to be going on 

in such disks. Also, disks are believed to evolve from being optically thick to optically 

thin during this phase. Further studies on the grain growth and other diagnostics of 

disk evolution sueh as the gas content in these disks are necessary to understand the 

disks in the transi tiona! ('\'Olll t i(lllar~' phasr, 



Chapter 4 

Dust around main-sequence stars: 

Vega-like stars 

4.1 Introduction 

Infrar('d ('X('Pss ('missioll ass()dat(~d with "normal" main sequence stars was discovered 

by lrlfm7'(~d A,c;t1'Onorn:im.l Sateiite (IRAS). This phenomenon was first found around 

thr classical standard star Vpga (Aumann et al. 1984) whose infrared flux at 60 and 

l(]O lUll, was foulld to 1)(' higlwr by an order of magnitude than that expected from 

its P\tO{.osllit(Il'('. It was SOOll n~ali:wd that the infrared excess emission was caused 

by thrrrnai ('missioIl from grains warmed by the central star to temperatures of "" 

lOOK. It was 1,11(' first time solid grains were found orbiting a main sequence star 

othrl' than the Sun. SincC' t.he first detection many stars with dust disks have been 

f01lnd (sn(1 ('.~. I3ackmall 8.: Parrsee 1993; Vidal-Madjar & Ferlet 1994; Lagrange-Henri 

1995; ~Iallnillgs &: Barlow 1998; Lagrange et al. 2000; Silverstone 2000; Song 2000). 

Th(lsr sf an; haw b(l(lIl named Vega-like .stars, after the prototype Vega. A detailed 

(lis<'ussioll of Vega-lik(~ stars can be found in Section 3 of Chapter 1. 

This dl<lpl PI' is iJas('cl OIl t lw pap(~r Bhatt H. C. £3 Manoj P., ABA, 362, 978, (2000) 
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4.2 Polarization studies of Vega-like stars 

What is the spatial distribution of the circumstellar dust in Vega-like stars? Optical 

coronagraphic observatiolls of {3 Pic by Smith & Terrile (1984) showed that the scat

tering dust in this object is distributed in a flattened disk being viewed nearly edge-on. 

Vega-like stars are Ilm".' generally thought to have circumstellar dust distributed in 

disks. The disk structures in these objects may be the end products of evolution of 

more massive disks associated with pre-main-sequence stars and are replenished by 

the dust debris produced by the disruption of planetesimals due to collisional and 

thermal evaporatioll processes (e.g. Backman & Paresce 1993; Malfait et al. 1998). 

However, other than for {3 Pic, direct evidence for the flattened disk-like distribution 

of the cir(~Ulnstellar material around Vega-like stars has so far been obtained only 

for it halldfnl of th(~:-w ()h.i(~d.s by optkal and infrared imaging (e.g. BD +31°643, 

Kalas & .Jcwitt (1997); SAO 26804, Skinner et al. (1995); HR 4796A, Jayawardhana 

ct al. (1998) & Koerner et al. (1998); HD 98800, Koerner et al. (2000); Hen3-600, 

JayawardhanH f't al. (1900) ). 

Cin'llIllstC'llar elllst ('mits t h('rJIudl.\· ill tlH' infrared producing tIl(' infran'd ('X('('ss. 

It also s('all('l's IllI' ~1('lInl' l'ildiClliull )..!,i\'illg ris(' to l'l'fil'ctioll IH·IJllI()~il~', ,\Ilolh('l' 

manifestation of scattering by dust in the circumstellar disk can be polarization of 

the stellar radiation. For example, the polarization observed in the light of young T 

Tami stars and the Herbig Ae/Be stars is generally ascribed to dusty circumstellar 

disks (p,g. I3astien 1988), Therefore, it is of interest to look for polarization in Vega

like st.ars. In f3 Pic, where the disk can be resolved, imaging polarimetry in the R 

band shows linear polarization at the level of f'V 17% (Gledhill et al. 1991). 'When 

the disk can not be resolved, any polarization in the integrated light from the star + 

disk systmn will show much lower values of polarization depending on the amount of 

scattering dust, degree of flattening of the disk and its orientation with respect to the 

()hsl'rv(~r's liIlC~ of sight t.o the f)tar. In the observed polarization for an object, there will 

also 1)(' prrsent a eomponent of the interstellar polarization that will depend on the 

direction and distance to the star. Any significant intrinsic component of polarization 

ill tll<' ohserved polarization for a star will indicate the presence of circumstellar dust 
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with a spatial distribution around the star that is not spherically symmetric. The dust 

could be in a disk-like structure with the disk-plane making relatively small angles 

with the line of sight, because a circularly symmetric disk at right angles to the line 

of sight will produce no net polarization in the integrated light. Thus polarization 

measurements can give important information on the spatial distribution of scattering 

dust in Vega-like stars. 

In the following we present the results of optical linear polarization measurements 

of about 30 Vega-like stars. We also compile polarization data on additional Vega-like 

stars from the literature. The Vega-like stars are then compared with normal field 

stars. It is found that a significant fraction of the Vega-like stars show polarization 

that is much larger than can be explained as due to the interstellar polarization. In 

Section 4 .. "] we present our measurements. Comparison with field stars, the intin

sic polarization of Vega-like stars, the distribution and nature of the dust grains is 

discussed in Section 4.4. The conclusions are summarized in Section 4·5. 

4.3 Observations 

OpticallilH'ar polariza 1 i()1l 1 111 '1ISI1 1"('/1 1('111 S W('1'(' made with a fast star-aml-sky chopping 

polarilIlet.c'r (Ja.in & Srinivasulu 1991) coupled at the f /13 Cassegrain focus of the 

l-rn teleseope at the Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur of the Indian Institute of 

Astrophysics. A dry-ice cooled R943-02 Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube was used 

as the detector. All measurements were made in the V band with an aperture of 

15 (t7'eIW(~. Observa.tions were made during the period of January to I\Iay 1999. The 

instrumental polarization was determined by observing unpolarized standard stars 

from Serkowski (1974). It was found to be rv 0.1%, and has been subtracted vectorially 

from the observed polarization of the programme stars. The zero of the polarization 

position angle was determined by observing the polarized standard stars from Hsu 

& Breger (1982). The position angle is measured from the celestial north, increasing 

r.aRt\vard. The Vega-like stars selected for observations ,were taken from the lists of 

\'pga-likf' objf'cts in Backman & Paresce (1993), Coulson et al. (1997), ~Iannings & 

Barlow (HJ9S), Song (2000) and Silverstone (2000). 
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Table 4.1: Polarization measurements of Vega-like stars 

HD No. Date of Sp. Type V E(B - V) d P(%) ep(%) P"W) ep.ol(Q) fd :: Ldustl L. 
observation (mag) (mag) (pc) 

(1999) 

9672 17Jan A1V 5.6 0.05 61 0.17 0.05 12 8 7.-1e-0-t 

17206 17Jan F5/F6V 4.5 0.04 13 0.10 0.03 88 5 <l.Oe-06 

17443 17Jan B9V 8.7 0.38 341 1.10 0.17 139 5 3.Se-02 

32509 16Jan A2 7.5 0.15 150 0.95 0.09 51 3 7.Se-03 

34700 17Jan GO 9.2 0.00 1162 0.11 0.12 37 19 1.9e-01 

37389t 17Jan AD 8.3 0.00 250 0.46 0.12 15 8 9.Se-02 

53300t 16Jan AD 8.0 0.31 140 1.00 0.13 81 3 4.Se-03 

93331 8Apr B9.5V 7.3 0.09 151 0.24 0.06 175 5 1.2e-03 

98800 13Mar K4V 8.9 0.08 46 0.54 0.13 89 6 9.8e-02 

99211 8Apr A9V 4.1 0.00 25 0.06 0.06 175 5 4.2e-06 

102647 7Apr A3Vvar 2.1 0.01 11 0.15 0.05 50 6 1.7e-05 

1090S5 8May F2V 4.3 0.04 18 0.38 0.04 147 5 S.Oe-OS 

115892 SApr A2V 2.8 0.02 17 0.18 0.06 164 6 <1.0e-06 

121B47 BMay BBV 5.2 0.02 104 0.53 0.04 172 2 2.4e-04 

123247 8May B9V 6.4 0.07 101 0.21 0.06 57 5 7.Se-OS 

131885 8Apr AOV 6.9 0.03 121 0.57 0.07 13 3 4.8e-04 

135344t 11 Mar AOV 8.6 0.48 145 0.07 0.11 108 15 5.1e-02 

139614t 10Mar A7V 8.2 0.03 138 0.65 0.10 38 5 2.1e-01 

139664 12Mar F5IV-V 4.6 0.00 17 0.76 0.07 165 5 1.2e-04 

142096 6May B3V S.O 0.18 128 0.42 0.04 173 2 3.2e-05 

142114 8May B2.5Vn 4.6 0.17 132 0.45 0.05 14 2 7.7e-05 

142165 6May B5V 5.4 0.16 127 0.75 0.06 3 2 2.4e-05 

142666t llMar A8V 8.8 0.27 121 0.80 0.12 72 4 1.7e-01 

143006t 8Apr G6/G8 10.2 0.03 96 0.69 0.08 7 3 2.7e-01 

145482 8may B2V 4.6 0.07 143 0.50 0.05 117 4 4.le-05 

149914 llMar B9.5lV 6.7 0.32 165 2.54 0.07 66 I 2.2e-03 

233517t 10Mar K2 9.7 0.40 27 1.8 0.21 177 -1 5.1e-02 

t - Stars which do not have HIPPARCOS data 
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The resultR of our polari;r.atioll measurements are presented in Table 4.1. We 

observed 27 V<,ga-likp stars. In Tahle 4.1, the HD numbers of the stars observed are 

given in Column 1, tlH' datp of observation in Column 2, spectral type in Column 3, 

V magnitude in COIUlllll -1, ('olour excess E(B - V) in Column 5 and the distance din 

Column 6. For most of tlw stars the stellar parameters and the the distance are taken 

from the HIPPAHCOS catalogue. Stars for which HIPPARCOS distances are not 

available, the distaIl('C' is pstilllatni from spectral type and photometric magnitudes. 

Intrinsic colours awl ai>sollltP magIlitn<irs arc taken from Schmidt-Kaler (1982). The 

distance has 1)('011 ('OlTPd('d for (lxtill('tioIl by using a value of 3.0 for the ratio of 

total to seleC'tiw <'xtiJl(tioll AI'; E(B - \.). The extinction values are generally quite 

small. Negative vahH'S of E(B - F) iII Column 5 have been called zero to derive the 

corrected magllitlld(~s ()f t.iH' stars. Tlw observed degree of polarization P(%) and the 

position angle PA.(O) a1'(' p;iv(,11 ill Columns 7 and 9, while the probable errors in the 

measurements of polarizatiou (' 1'( 'Yr,) and the position angle epA are given in Columns 

8 and 10. In ('01 ullin 11 W(~ list fractional dust luminosity fd (Ldust! L*) computed 

for these stars frolll tlwir IHAS flux deIlsities (see Section 4.4). 

4.4 Discussion 

It can be seen from TabJp ·1.1 that the degree of polarization for the Vega-like stars 

varies from slllall vahws of I"V O'(16(X) (for HD 99211) to values as large as f'V 2.5% (for 

HD 149914). MOHt of til(' V('ga-lik<~ stars are nearby objects within "-' 100 pc and are 

at large galactic Inti tudes (I bl grl1(~rally > 10°, due to a selection effect in making the 

searches for stars with exc('ss far-infrared fluxes in the IRAS catalogue). At such short 

distances the contributioll of tIl(' intpI'Htellar polarization to the observed polarization 

is expected to be sIllall I"V O.lo/cl. A significant fraction (about 2/3) of the Vega-like 

stars have polarization vall1es > 0.:3%. As (liscussed below, such large values indicate 

intrinsic polarization 1wing caused by the drcumstellar dust around the Vega-like 

stars. 

As most of the known Vega-like stars are relatively bright objects, a number of 

them are likely to have been observed earlier as part of other polarimetric programmes. 
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Therefore, to SnpplE'lIlPut our ohs('fvatiOllS, we have made a search for polarization 

measurements of additio1lal \'p~a-lik(> stan; in t.he Sf MEAD data base at CDS , 
Strasbourg. Vve fOllud polarizatioll lIl('aSlln~ments for 81 additional Vega-like stars in 

the catalogue of st('Ilar polarizatioll h~' H('iles (2000). In a manner similar to Table 

4.1, we list data for tlwsr stHrs from H{~il(,H (2000) in Table 4.2. Altogether, in Tables 

4.1 and 4.2, we now haw 108 \'pp;a-likc> stars with polarization measurements. In the 

following we com pa 1"1' t IH' polarimpt,ric behaviour of the Vega-like stars with normal 

field stars. 

HD No. 

3003 

3191 

6343 

6811 

9826 

10472 

10476 

10647 

11241 

13161 

14055 

16157 

17081 

18978 

20010 

21455 

21856 

22049 

23480 

34233 

35532 

36576 

36695 

37795 

38087 

38120 

Table ,1.2: Polarization data for additional Vega-like stars from 
literature 

Sp. Typl' , . /.: (/I _. \') tl [>('111) "P(%) PA(O) epA (0) fd == Ldv.st! L. J 
(71/1111 ) (1II(I.!I) (1/(') 

-
MV Ii. I O.W; ·Ifi o.oa om 127 9 4.8e-05 

BIIVal lUi n.7:l r,,\() :.lAO 0.20 53 2 4.0e-04 

8X 7.:i n.2l 2r,I 1.6!i 0.20 98 3 2.4e-03 

B7IIl ·I.a ().Ir, 22Fi LOO 0.12 90 3 3.3e-05 

FXV .1.1 (l.1l2 1:1 O.O:l 0.12 26 71 < 1.0e-OS 

F2rV/V I.n n.1l7 !if; (l.02 om 78 6 2.0e-04 

KJV 1i.2 n.nn 7 (J.01) 0.04 178 19 3.4e-05 

FXV IIi.n O.O:i 17 (J.CI'! 0.04 20 23 2.ge-04 

B1.I)V r"r, (1.10 :IIFi II. fill 0.04 107 1 9.3e-05 

Mill :s.o n.n() :11'1 O.Cl5 0.12 137 50 1.5e-05 

AIVnll ,1.U n.oo :Ifi 0.03 0.12 18 63 7.5e-05 

K7V K!l (1.1 :.! 11 o.la 0.05 170 10 2.4e-03 

B7lV ·1.2 n.1l2 I:Ui ().:37 0.20 3 15 l.le-04 

MV ,tI (UI·I :u; O.()l 0,01 10 26 < 1.0e-06 

FXV :u~ (l.Il:.! 1·1 0.01 0.01 115 36 < 1.0e-06 

B7V li.2 11.27 171i O.l)r, 0.32 105 16 1.8e-04 

AIV lUI (l.W r.H2 (J.78 0.20 66 7 2.3e-05 

K2V :u lUlU :1 0.01 0.01 147 35 7.3e-05 

BmV ,1.1 n.w IIU O.:i7 0.02 134 1 1.5e-04 

lUi V Ii. I 0.1·1 :.!IlH (J.U7 0.20 0 5 2.3e-05 

B2VII Ii.:.! fl.W 2()U (l.ClO 0.20 0 90 1.5e-04 

B2IV-V 5.7 1l.:'!2 r,;ll 0.11 0.01 75 0 1.6e-04 

BIV r, .. , 0.111 Mil 0.00 0.20 0 90 1.ge-04 

B71V :Ui IUl2 I:I:.! O.IS 0.10 109 18 1.5e-04 

B5V Ii.a 0.27 !!Ill 2.5:~ 0.06 117 0 4.3e-02 

AD 9. J o.on 421 0.69 0.03 170 1 4.4e-01 

continued on next pa.ge 
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HONo. Sp. T~'p(' I' /.:( II - \') d 1'('Yr,) t'P(')'!,) PAte) epA(O) id :: Ld ... t/L. 
(IIIII!! ) ( IIII/!I) (pI) 

~-

38393 I~i\' :\'(i (t.Ul) x O.1i7 0.04 42 1 < 1.0e-06 
43955 H2/B:I\' ;,,;, ()'UX :111·1 lUll) 0.0,1 63 11 l.6e-05 
44892 Afl/FOI (i.(; lUll IfiU O.lii 0.0!) 94 2 2.5e-03 

50013 B1.r,I\· :1';, U.I;, :!-I2 0.:11 0.10 106 9 6.6e-05 

56099 Fx i.li O.ll'-' Xli II. Ii II 0.10 71 4 8.9e-04 

58715 AK\'\,iLr :!.B (UI1 r,:! 0.1I:\ II. I:.! :.!4 63 L3e-04 

68456 Fr,\' \,7 (UIO 21 U.llfi 11.0·1 166 16 < 1.0e-06 
69830 KOV Ii,O (U)U I:.! 1I.1IX (I.{I·\ 140 12 5.1e-05 

71155 AlI\' :I.B (1.111 :\1'1 lUI:.! II. I:.! 13 71 2.2e-05 

73390 Ba\·+ .. ;,.:1 II.IIX ·2!J.I 1J.l • 11.1)·\ 119 5 4.2e-05 

83953 Bi",\' \.101 u.n.-, I"" .. ~ UJ,:\ O.I:.! 176 6 3.0e-04 

84117 I :1I\' U! ().no 1·1 1I.1I:1 IJ.()·' 71 19 < 1.0e-06 

95418 AI\' :!.:\ (1.111 21 IU)II n.l:.! 43 90 4.2e-06 

97495 A:.!llI .-,. I ILl:! W U.I).! O.U:! 0 20 7.4e-06 

104731 Fli\' :l.~ lI.no 21 11.1)·1 0.04 64 23 < 1.0e-06 

108483 B:\\' :I.!! lUI:! 1:1:, (J.I·I (1.0·1 59 7 < 1.0e-06 

110335 Blil \' 1.0 11.11 :\1. 1I.·11i O.O·t fI!) 2 2.4e-04 

110411 AlIV l.!1 11.111 :lli (I.U:.! 0.1:.! :39 71 3.8e-05 

114576 Ar,\' Ii.:, 11.111 112 U.2:.! (1.(),1 80 4 1.8e-04 

11717£; c:r,y :1.11 11.11:1 IX II. II:.! O.I:.! 101 71 < 1.0e-06 

1201:l6 Fi\' .1.,'", II.II~! Iii (J.U{i O.O:.! 31 8 < 1.0e-06 

120324 B21\'-\' :\.;", lUI. IIi I (J.U7 lUll I6!) 35 1.8e-05 

124771 I"HV :,.1 U.IIK lfiX I).Hi ().()·1 111 1 5.0e-04 

125162 A()sh 1'1 11.11 2!J (1.\1:1 (1,01 0 0 2.3e-05 

127762 Ailll\' :1.11 11.110 21j (I.IH) 0.12 11i8 90 4.8e-06 

12797:.! IIIVII 2,:1 n.11 !ll I),n·, n.1O 174 51 1.2e-05 

128167 F:I\'w\'a 1.."1 CUll! 1" II.IIH n.l:.! 2£i 33 6.7e-06 

129433 mi.!)\' r -, •• 1 O.OX I:.?r. II.:W O.()·1 77 3 3.Oe-05 

13537!! MV .1.1 (1.111 :OW n.ll:.! ().clot 66 41 1.1e-04 

139006 AU\' :!.2 CI.II:', 2".! lI.un U.12 2D 45 8.4e-06 

139129 B!I\' ;, .. \ II.IIH 1-111 II.Ufl ()'O·l 71 19 3.1e-04 

140775 AIV r •. f. O.II:.! 111 II.· I ".! n,l:.! 108 8 1.7e-04 

142860 1"Ii\' :S.H (1.(11 II O.UI (U}·I 62 23 9.2e-06 

143894 A!lV ·l.X II. till fll lI.n:1 ()'I:.! 82 63 2.1e-05 

149630 BU\'\'a!' ·1.2 O.tlIi !12 II,IIX n.l:.! 75 36 1.6e-05 

155401 f!H\·n .. Ii. I lI.n2 lIii n.u:1 (I.().1 fi3 30 2.3e-03 

159082 il!J..'i\, 1i.·1 U.llfi 1.'",1 u.ax (1.11·' 97 2 3.8e-04 

161868 AU\' :I.X II.II/i :.!!I II.UI n.m 3:3 3 5.4e-05 

162917 F·II\·· \' ,i.X fUJI :11 fJ.l () (l.(H ri5 9 1.8e-05 

172167 AO\'var 11.11 lUI:.! i !l.ll:.! 0.12 75 71 1.4e-05 

1766:l8 A 11\'11 ·1.1 II. tit I r,li u.ua 0,011 l:i 30 6.5e-05 

181296 A()VII 1',.(1 11.111 Ii O.lH 0.04 99 23 1.4e-04 

181869 BX\, .l.1l (1.111 Ii:.! (1.1)1 0.04 75 60 4.9e-06 

continued on next page 
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HD No. Sp. Type V E(B V) d P(%) ep('l'O) PAte) epA(O) fd == Ldu.t!L. 
(mag) (mag) (pc) 

192685 B3V 4.8 0.03 367 0.00 0.20 0 90 6.9e-05 
196740 B5IV 5.1 0.04 151 0.07 0.01 45 0 4.Se-05 
209296 B6:V:n 8.3 0.38 699 0.92 0.20 22 6 2.5e-03 
212097 B9III 4.8 0.06 186 0.37 0.20 125 15 4.1e-05 
212150 AIVn 6.6 0.00 289 0.36 0.05 57 4 1.1e-04 
214748 B8V 4.2 0.01 228 0.09 0.10 155 29 1.0e-04 

214953 GO 6.0 0.00 23 0.03 0.01 115 16 2.6e-05 

216956 A3V 1.2 0.06 7 0.01 0.01 122 26 4.ge-05 

219571 FlIII 4.0 0.09 22 0.01 0.01 152 26 2.2e-06 

224392 A1V 5.0 0.04 48 0.04 0.01 128 7 < l.Oe-06 

2~4686 B9IV 4.5 0.00 114 0.08 0.20 86 51 9.3e-06 

281159 B5V 8.5 0.86 221 1.20 0.20 154 4 2.5e-02 

In order to assess the strength of the intrinsic component in the polarization of 

the Vega-like stars, one needs to have an estimate of the interstellar polarization, 

For more distant Vega-like stars the interstellar component could be relatively large, 

since the interstellar polarization in general increases with distance, and should be 

subtracted from t hp nhs('n'PIl polarization. This is . how('\w. lIot possihle' for t hI' 

progranlllH' stars illdi\'idmtll~'. as the' int<'J"st('llar polarization in th£' rlirC'ctioll of t hC's£' 

stars. as a rlllle! illil ()fdi~talll'I', b ,!.!.1'11!'l:tlly lIot kU(J\\"1l. \\"P tlJ('r<'iim·l11:tk., it ... taristinll 

comparison between the polarization observed for the Vega-like stars and normal 

field stars with similar magnitudes and distances. For the comparison, polarization 

measurements for normal field stars have been taken from Heiles (2000). Normal 

stem:; \rithill t"V 1 - 2° of the Vega-like stars were chosen for comparison. Stars with 

anr known peculiarities (like the presence of emission lines in the spectra. infrared 

exe(~sses, association with nebulosities, variability etc.) were excluded. In Fig. 4.1 we 

plot. t.he observed degree of polarization against the distance for the Vega-like stars 

as well as the normal field stars. It can be seen from Fig. 4.1 that, on an average, the 

\"pga-likC' stars have polarization values generally larger than the normal field stars 

at comparable distances. 

Th£' Cl.wrage value of polarization for the Vega-like stars is 0.36% with a large dis

persiOIl of 0.51 %, while the normal field stars have an average polarization of 0.23% 

anel a smaller <lisp<'l"sion of 0.27 %. Fig. 4.2 shows frequency distribution (as a 
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FigurE' 4.1: Percentage polarization plotted against distance modulus for Vega-like stars. 

Vega-like stars are represented by filled circles while crosses denote normal stars. 
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Figlll't' 4.2: Frequency distribution of observed polarization values for Vega-like and normal 

field stars. f is the fractional number of stars with observed polarization larger than a 

given value. Solid line represents Vega-like stars and dashed line normal field stars. 
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fraction of the total number of stars in the two samples seperately) of stars with 

observed polarization larger than a given value. Now the difference between the po

larimetric behaviour of the two samples of stars is more clear. About 30% of the 

Vega-like stars show polarization values larger than 0.5%, whereas only 14% of the 

normal field stars show polarization values larger than 0.5%. Normal field stars with 

polarization values larger than 1% is ~ 1%, while about 10% of the Vega-like stars 

show polarization values larger than 1%. For the stars plotted in Fig. 4.1 a two-sided 

Kolmogorov-Srnirnoff test shows that the two samples (Vega-like and normal field 

stars) are different to 99.7%. 

For the Vega-like stars that show relatively large degree of polarization, the ob

served polarization cannot be accounted for by normal interstellar polarization and 

must be circumstellar in origin. Circumstellar dust around these stars, to which the 

observed infrared excesses are ascribed, can cause polarization by the the process of 

scattering of the light from the central star. In order to be able to produce a net 

polarization in th<' int('p;rat c,d I ip;ht t h(' dllst must be distrihlltc'd i II a lIoll-spIH·ricaI 

geometry. These llon-sphE'rical distrihutioIls ('ould be flattened disks around the stars 

similar to thosc' ill .1 Pi<". TIl(' disk pIiIIlC's should hayc rclatiwly slllall illdiuatiolls 

with the observer's line of sight. Given this constraint on the inclination of the disks, 

the difference between the Vega-like stars and the normal stars noticed in Fig. 4.1 

becomes even more significant, because only a fraction of the stars with disks will 

have favourable inclinations. 

The large values of polarization observed for Vega-like stars thus support the 

existence of dusty disks around these stars. The polarization is produced by scattering 

of light from the central star. In contrast, the interstellar polarization is caused by 

selective extinction due to nonspherical dust grains aligned by the intertellar magnetic 

field. The interstellar polarization shows a correlation with reddening given by the 

average relation: Pv/E(B-V) = 3%mag-1• The circumstellardust in Vega-like stars 

is helieved to consist of relatively large grains (a few tens of microns (Backman & 

Parcsce 1993)) that are not expected to produce any additional reddening at optical 

wavelengths. Thus large values of polarization may result even with small values 
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of reddening at small distances. Fig. 4.3 shows a plot of the observed polarization 

against reddening E(B - V) for the Vega-like stars, together with the line representing 

the average relation followed by interstellar polarization and reddening. It can be 

seen that there are more stars above this line than below it. Also, there is a lack of 

correlation between polarization and reddening in Vega-like stars for smaller values of 

l'<'dd(,lliug. Ouly at relatively largc distances when the interstellar componcnt becomes 

large does the observed polarization begin to generally increase with reddening. 

Circumstellar dust in Vega-like stars absorbs light from the central star and radi

ates thermally in the infrared. Dust also scatters starlight and produces polarization. 

One may t.herefore expect some correlation between the observed polarization in the 

optical and the excess infrared emission from these objects. In Fig. 4.4 we plot the 

observed percent.age polarization against the excess infrared luminosity due to ther

mal emission from dust (Ldu.st) as a fraction of the total bolometric luminosity (L*) 

of the star (fractional dust luminosity !d == Ldust/ L*) for the Vega-like stars. The!d 

values of Vega-like stars are computed using the method described in Section 3.1 of 

Chapt(>[ 5. 

A positive correlation is apparent from Fig. 4.4. Vega-like stars with relatively 

larger illfrared excesses tend to have larger values of polarization in the optical. The 

ratio L!ll/.,~t I L* ean be taken to be a rough measure of the dust optical depth 7" in 

t he optical where t.he absorption of starlight takes place. The observed values of the 

ratio L(L!~Rt! L* imply 7" in the range tv 10-6 - rv 10-1• For large dust grains (grain 

sizr a > > A, the wavelength of light), that are generally thought to dominate the 

dust di,sks of Vega-like stars, the absorption and scattering efficiencies can be taken 

to he rv 1. If the polarization is produced by scattering of starlight by the same 

dust, that absorbs stellar radiation and emits thermally ill the infrared, then for the 

Ob1-i(~l'\"ed range of the LduRt! L* ratio the expected range of polarization values would 

he' rv 0.0001 C;{ rv 1O<Jr. Stars with Lrlust! L* rv 10-2 would ha,-e polarization up to the-

1('\"('1 of rv 1 'if. Here it is assumed that the circumstellar material is opt.ically thin so 

tIm t t 1)('1"(> is single> sea ttering only (Bastien 1987). The ma:'{imum linear polarization 

that ean he produced in ellipsoidal models with single scattering is about 1.1~ (Shawl 

19;;)). Large'r yalues of polarization can result ifthe direct light from the ('(-Intral star 
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Figure 4...1: Plot of percentage polarization against the fractional infrared excess for Vega

like stars. 
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is extincted by obscuring dust in front of the star. Also, the observed polarization 

depends on the flatness and orientation of the dust disk. It is to be noted from Fig. 

4.4 that several stars with Ldust! L* rv 10-3 or less also show polarization rv 0.5%, 

much larger than the expected values of ,$ 0.1%. It is possible that these stars have 

an additional dust component with smaller grains with high albedo. This population 

of grains would cause relatively large polarization by scattering without producing 

large infrared excesses. 

4.5. Conci usions 

The mmlts of the present study of the polarimetric behaviour of Vega-like stars can 

be tmmmarized as follows. 

• V<,ga.-like stars generally show optical linear polarization that is much larger 

than that which can be ascribed to interstellar polarization along the line of 

sight to these relatively nearby objects. 

• The anomalolls polarization in Vega-like stars is c~used by scattering of stellar 

light due to circumstellar dust distributed in non-spherically symmetric en

vplopes, and is fully consistent with a distribution in flattened disks. 

• The absence of any excess reddening in these stars is consistent with the dust 

grains ill their drcumstellar disks being relatively large in size. 

• In SOlllE' Vega-like stars that show relatively small infrared excessE'S but large 

values of polarization, an additional component of dust consisting of smaller 

~raills wi th high albedo may also be present. 

\lllltiwaw~l(~l1gth polarization measurements of Vega-like stars would be able to 

she'd lllOl'(' light OIl tll(' nature and distribution of the dust in their circumstellar eIl-

,·irollIlH'llt. 



Chapter 5 

Kinematics of Vega-like stars and 

the temporal evolution of the dust 

disks 

5.1 Introduction 

It haH b(~en well p.stabIished now that a majority. of pre-main sequence stars are 

SlllTOlHl(iPd by circumstellar disks which are anologous in their properties to protosolar 

Jl('lmla b(~f(m~ the onset. of planet formation (Beckwith 1999; IVfundy et al. 2000; Wilner 

&: Lay 2000; B(~c:kwith & Sargent 1996). Young circumstellar disks lose most of the 

lllatc'rial due to planet formation and other disk dispersal processes by the time the 

C~('Ilt,ral stars harbouring these disks reach the main sequence. In the standard model 

of plall!'t formation, the dust grains with sizes typical of interstellar dust. settle dm\"O 

to the' diHk mid-plane and stick together to grow into rocky planetesimals. The 

disk is dpplc,tr.d of smaller grains and this lowers the opacity of the reprocessing 

This c:hapt(~r if> based OIl the paper Manoj, P. & H. C. Bhatt, Astrophysics & Space Science 

Lilml7'.lI, Vol. 299, 11295, KhLWet' Academic Publishers (2003) 

79 
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disk. Planetesimals grow further to earth-like planetary bodies by coalescence and 

eventually accrete gas in the outer disk to form giant planets. When the disk has 

become sufficiently gas-free, so that it is dominated by grain dynamics, the planetary 

mass objects can gravitationally perturb kilometer-sized planetesimals sending them 

into highly eccentric orbits. Collisions between these planetesimals then replenishes 

the disk with 'second generation dust' which are observed around many main sequence 

stars. These main sequence stars with debris disks, known as 'Vega-like' stars, were 

first discovered by IRAS in 1983 (Aumann et al. 1984). At least 15% of the main 

sequence stars are surrounded by such disks (Lagrange et al. 2000). Planet formation 

is well' underway in main sequence dusty systems and the disks that we observe are the 

debris product of the planet formation process. These disks are thought to be 'sign 

posts' of planet formation. \Vhat are the lifetimes of these disks? Do disk lifetimes 

depend OIl the central star? How do these observed disks evolve in time? These 

questiolls are central to our understanding of planet formation and disk dispersal 

processes. A study of the lifetimes and the temporal evolution of the dust disks, 

tll(>r~fore, should provide insight into the formation of planetary systems and disk 

dispersal timescales and mechanisms. 

There have been a number of studies on the evolution of circumstellar disks around 

maiIl scqllrnce stars. Zuckerman & Becklin (1993) have found that the mass of dust 

in the cliskH declines as rapidly as (time)-2 during the initial 3 x 108 yr. Similar results 

have becll reported by Holland et al. (1998) from their recent SCUBA observations. 

Th(~re is general agreement now on the fact that the amount of dust retained in 

thr diRks decreases with increasing stellar age (Habing et al. 1999; Lagrange et a1. 

2(00). However, the exact nature of this decline is not clear. Most of these studies 

nre based OIl the ages of a few prototype Vega-like stars. When more stars are 

C'mployC'd, rpliable estimation of their ages pose a serious problem. It is difficult to 

dpt(lrmirH' t he ages of main sequence stars with reasonable accuracy. There ha\'e been 

Ymiolls att(llllpts to estimate ages of field Vega-like stars (eg. Lachaume et al. 1999; 

Soup; 20()O; Silwrstone 2000), but the ages determined using different techniques are 

1I0t alwa,\'s mutllall,\" ('oIlsistC'nt (Zuckerman 20,01). Recently. Spangler e-t a1. (2001) 

haw ('mriC'd out. a snrvpy of dreumstellar disks around pre-main sequence and young 
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main sequence stars which are members of young open clusters of known ages using 

ISOPHOT. They found that the fractional dust luminosity fd drops off with stellar 

age according to the power law fd ex (age)-I.76. This suggestion of a global power 

law has been contested by Decin et al. (2003) who find a spread in fractional dust 

luminosity at any age from the revised age estimates of their sample stars observed by 

ISOPHOT. Dominik & Decin (2003), based on a physical model that they developed 

for the dust production in Vega-like disks, have argued that collisional cascade with 

constant collision velocities leads to a power law decrease of the amount of dust seen 

in debris disk with a power law index of -1. They add that collisional cascade with 

continuous stirring can produce slopes steeper than -1. 

In this chapter we study the temporal evolution of dust disks around main se

<[lWHee stars. \Ve consider the kinematics of a large sample of Vega-like stars and 

llse the Vf~locity dispersion as an age indicator. It has long been known that there is 

a strong correlation between the random velocities and ages of stars in the Galactic 

disk. Velocity dispersion of stars in the solar neighborhood has been found to increase 

with its age (\Vielen 1977; JahreiB & "Vielen 1983). Observationally, velocity disper

sion a is fOllUd to grow with age at least as fast as to.3 and more like to.5 (Wielen 1977; 

Binney & Tremaine 1987). Dynamical origin of this effect is attributed to the en

eOllnt('rS bctwp.rn the disk stars and the massive gas-clouds (Spitzer & Schwarzschild 

1951, 1%3) and to transient spiral waves heating up the Galactic disk (Barbanis & 

\Voltjpr 1967). Recently, using accurate Hipparcos parallaxes and proper motions, 

BiuIl0Y et a1. (2000) and Dehnen & Binney (1998) have shown that for a coeyal group 

of stars the rms dispersion in transverse velocity S, which is connected to the principal 

\'(~l()city dispersion by the relation 8 2 = 2/3[a~ + a~ + an, increases with time from 

8 km,,c;-l at birth as t 1/ 3 . \Ve follow this formalism and use the dispersion in trallS\-erSe 

wlodty to constrain the ages of Vega-like stars in order to study the lifetimes and 

tf'lll}>oral ('Yolntion of the dust disks. 



5.2 Data 

A number of recent studies give lists of Vega-like stars and candidate Vega-like stars, 

selected on the basis of their infrared excesses in the IRAS wave bands. Song (2000) 

lists 361 objects taken from different surveys and searches published in the literature. 

From a search of the IRAS FSC catalog, Silverstone (2000) produced a list of 191 

Vega-like stars. A number of additional Vega-like objects have been discussed in 

Coulson et al. (1998) and Malfait et al. (1998). We first compiled a total of 486 

distinct Vega..:like stars taken from these lists that had many objects in common. 

This large sample could have some stars that are erroneously classified as Vega-like 

or have uncertain associations with the IRAS sources due to the large IRAS beam 

size. In our study we consider only those stars for which the positional offset between 

the optical star and t.he IRAS association is ~ 30". Alternative associations have 

been found for some of the proposed Vega-like stars in the literature (Sylvester & 

Manuings 2000; Lisse et al. 2002). We have excluded such stars from our sample. 

\\'0. also rxdude knmnl pre-main sequence stars (eg. Herbig AejBe stars; The et al. 

(1994)) and other emission-line objects from our sample. Further, we consider only 

stars in the spectral range B9-K5: infrared excess from early B type star could be due 

to free-free emission (Zuckerman 2001) and K-giants are known to exhibit Vega-like 

('xeessm, ~~.g., Plets et a1. 1997; Jura 1999). Finally, our sample contains 2-19 Vega-like 

stars for which both Hipparcos and IRAS (PSCjFSC) measurements are available. 

5.3 Analysis 

5.3.1 Dustiness of Vega-like Stars 

A g()OclllH~asllrc' of tlw"dllstincss' of the disks around Vega-like stars is the fractional 

elust luminosity fd == Ldu.~t! L*, which represents the optical depth offered by an 

orbitiug dust. disk t.o ultraviolet and visual radiation (Zuckerman 2001). We compute 

fa fwm IRAS (PSC/FSC) fluxes for the Vega-like stars in our sample llsing the 
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relation 

f _ L /L _ 10-4 x [6.45e12 + 2.35e25 + 1.43e60 + 0.55elO01 
Jd - dust * - 10[0.4(4.75-mv-BC)] 

(Emerson 1988). In the above equation e12, e25, e60, e100 are the excess flux densities 

in Jy over the photospheric values in the IRAS wave bands at 12, 25, 60 and lOO.um 

respectively, mv is the extinction corrected visual magnitude of the star and Be the 

bolometric correction. 

The excess flux density in each IRAS band was estimated as follows. The pho

tospheric 12.urn magnitude was derived from the extinction corrected V magnitude 

and (B-V) color of the star as discussed in Oudmaijer et al. (1992). The photospheric 

magnitudes at the other bands were calculated using the relations given in Oudmai

jcr ct a1. (1992). Photospheric magnitudes were then converted into flux densities in 

the IRAS bands by using the magnitude zero points listed in the IRAS catalogue, 

and then color corrected to a photospheric SED (e.g., Silverstone 2000). The photo

sphpric estimate's in the IRAS catalogue color convention were subtracted from the 

corresponding IlOIl-upper limit IRAS PSC/FSC flux densities to obtain the excess 

flux ciensitiPH ('.\ in each of the IRAS bands. 

In orciN to account for the possible inexact approximation of the photosphere, the 

r.x("(~sses computed are considered, as in Silverstone (2000), to be significant only if it 

<'xcecds 20% ohhe photospheric flux value in each of the bands. Stars with significant 

px(:css ill {tuy OIle of the bands are taken as 'true' Vega-like and their fd is computed as 

d('scrih(~d aboV(~. Fractional dust luminosities thus computed for 203 'true' Vega-like 

sYSt.PlllS agree wrll with earlier estimates in the literature (Backman & Gillett 1987; 

Song 2000; Silverstone 2000), generally to within 10%. VI./e find a number of stars 

with cxccssns less than 20% of the photospheric fluxes in all the four IRAS bands. 

ThE' ('XC(':->S('S, if aIl~', that these stars show are at a very low leyel. Howeyer, these 

stars haw heen dassified as Vega-like stars in earlier studies in which excesses were 

illf(\rr(~<l by diff(~rent methods. \Ve assign an upper limit value of 10-6 for h of these 

stars as tlH~ ,"alnes of fd campu ted for the 'true' Vega-like stars with significant excess 
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5.3.2 Kinematics - Transverse Velocities of Vega-like Stars 

For all the stars in our sample we have proper motions and parallaxes from Hip

parcos catalog (ESA 1997). The transverse velocity perpendicular to the line of 

sight relative to the solar system barycenter is then computed using the relation 

Vi' = A~ p. where Av = 4.740470 kmyrs-1, 7r is the parallax in milliarcseconds 

and JJ = (J.l~ + (Jlo cos 6)2)1/2 with J.l6 and J.la. cos J being the proper motions along 

declination and right ascension in milliarcseconds. Errors in transverse velocities 

are estimated from the probable errors in parallaxes and proper motions given in 

Hippa1'cos. Transverse velocities of stars thus obtained will have solar motion re

flected iu them. We have corrected the velocities for solar motion using the values of 

U = 10.0± OAkms-I, Y = 5.2±O.6kms-1, ltV = 7.2±OAkms-1 (Binney & Merrifield 

1998) for the standard solar motion. To minimize the effect of Galactic differential 

rotatioll W(~ (:ollsider ouly stars within 250 pc from the Sun. Further, we include only 

those stars in our analysis that have fractional error in transverse velocity less than 

D.5. \Ye haw. then. 174 Vega-like stars with transverse velocities and fractional dust 

IumiuDsitips computed for the final analysis. 

5.4 Results 

As mentioned earlier the velocity dispersion of a group of stars is an indicator of 

the average age of the group. We use velocity dispersion as an age indicator to 

('oIlstrain the ages of the stars with dusty disks inorder to study the disk lifetimes 

Hwl e\·olutioll. The velocity dispersion of all the Vega-like stars ill our final sample is 

found to bf' 22.2 ± 1.2 km/sec. The velocity dispersion offield stars (B9 - K5) within 

250])(' and whose fractional error in transverse velocity is less than 0.5 is computed 

to b(l 37.3 ± 0.2 km/.c;ec. The smaller velocity dispersion for Vega-like stars compared 

to fi('ld stars iudi{'ate. at the \"ery outset, that the main sequence dusty sytems are 

YOllug<,r than the field stars and that the debris disk lifetimes are shorter thaIl the 

main seqlH'Ilte 1if<'times of the stars. In the following we aIlalyse the spectral type 

dC'l)('u<ian('(> of t.he \"elocity dispersion of Vega-like stars. 
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In Figure 5.1 we plot velocity dispersion against the dereddened (B - V) color of 

Vega-like stars. The values of transverse velocity dispersion S shown here are for a 

sliding window of 30 stars plotted against the mean (B - V) for each bin. A fresh 

point is plotted every time 6 stars have left the window. vVe have overplotted velocity 

dispersion of field stars in the figure for comparison. The values of S plotted for field 

stars are for bins of 500 stars with a fresh point plotted when 100 stars have left 

the window. The error bars plotted in S are the standard deviation of dispersion in 

each bin which is given by f1S = SIV(2n - 2) where n is the number of stars in 

the bin. It can be seen that, on the average, Vega-like stars show a lower velocity 

dispersion than the field stars at any given (B - V). While this trend is clearly evident 

on visual inspection for stars with B - V ~ 0.3 (spectral type FO or later), it is not as 

striking for stars of early spectral type, though, in general, their velocity dispersions 

are smaller than the field stars. A two-sided two dimensional Kolomogorov-Smirnov 

test shows that. the velocity dispersion - (B - V) relation for Vega-like stars and field 

st.ars to· b(~ different to 99.99%. Thus, Vega-like stars have lower velocity dispersion 

than the that of field stars for any given spectral type. Since lower yelocity dispersion 

indieate Rrnaller ages, it follows that main sequence dusty systems are systematically 

younger than field stars of similar spectral type. In other words the detectable debris 

disks harboured by main sequence stars do not last for the entire lifetimes of the stars. 

It. eall also be seem from Figure 5.1 that late type Vega-like stars have larger velocity 

dispersion than early type Vega-like stars suggesting that statistically they are older. 

This wOllld mean that the debris disks surviye longer around late-type main sequence 

stars. 

In order t.o quantify the disk lifetimes of Vega-like stars, we relate the velocity 

dii-il)('l'i-iioll to the Ht.ellar age following the formalism of Binney et al. (2000) where 

the vdodt.y dispersion fOf a coeval group of stars as a function of age is given by 

S = 1'10[(7 + 7d/(10Gyr + 1r)]8 . In this equation II determines the random wlodty 

of starH at hirth, and 71 10 and fi characterize the efficiency of stellar acceleration. Using 

"alll(,s of 11 = 1/3. 1'10 = 58kms-1 and II = O.03Gyr (Binney et al. 2000) we translate 

'-C'!odty diHpr.n~ioIl into age. In Figure 5.2 we plot the ages thus derived against (B- l") 

for \'q~a-lik(~ stafs along with that for field stars. The vertical error bars plotted are 
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Figure 1>.3: Fractional dust luminosity id plotted against transverse velocity dispersion S 

for stars with disks. Filled circles represent Vega-like stars. Herbig AejBe stars are also 

plotted, represented by the solid star symbol. The point with a downward arrow are for 

stars whosf' infrared excesses are below the significance level (see text). The open circle 

with a dot represents normal field stars. 

the errors in S translated into errors in ages. The figure shows Vega-like stars to be 

systPlll<ltically younger than the field stars for all values of (B - l") indicating that 

the lifetimes of debris disks are shorter than the main sequence lifetimes of the stars 

whit'll harbour them. Further, the ages of Vega-like stars is seen to range from 1Q8yr 

to rv 2 - 3 Gy7' with late t~'pe Vega-like stars, on the average, being older than the 

(\arl~' typP \ 'pga-likc stars. In tprms of absolute ages, debris disks last longer around 

late type sblrs, a conclusion also reached by Song (2001). Though the disks can 

SlIrvi\'P as long as 2 - 3 Gyr around late type stars, these disks do not last for the 

('lItil·!' main S(~(!lH'IlCC lifetimes of the stars, 
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Next, we turn to study the evolution of the 'dustiness' of circumstellar disks with 

age. We look for a correlation between fractional dust luminosity hand trans\"erse 

velocity dispersion S for stars of similar fd. For this we grouped the stars into bins 

of a given range in dustiness (Jd). lvVe then computed the dispersion in transverse 

velocities of stars in each of these bins. The mean value of h in each bin is then plotted 

against the velocity dispersion of stars in that bin as shown in Figure 5.3. Error bars 

for fd represent the standard deviation from the mean in each bin. Error bars in S 

are obtained as discussed earlier. The point with a downward arrow represents stars 

which were assigned an upperlimit value for fd ~ 10-6 . The open circle with a dot 

plotted in the figure represents field stars (B9-K5) which are within a distance of 

250pc and with fractional errors in transverse velocities less than 0.5. In Figure 5.3, 

we al:;;o include Herbig Ae/Be stars which are pre-main sequence stars of intermediate 

mass and are thought to be the progenitors of Vega-like stars. ""e computed 1 T and 

fd for 44 Herbig Ae/Be stars taken from The et al. (1994), van den Ancker et a!. 

(1998) and Malfait et a1. (1998), and for which Hipparcos and IRAS measurements 

am available. As for Yega-like stars we restrict ourselves to stars within 250pc and 

with fraetional errors in transverse velocities less than 0.5. \\'e have 22 such Herbig 

Ac/Be stars. Their average fd is plotted against the velocity dispersion S and is 

represented by the filled star symbol in Figure 5.3. 

It h; d~ar from Figure 5.3 that there is a systematic decrease in the dustiness (/d) 

of the disks with increasing velocity dispersion S of stars. Herbig Ae/Be stars ha"e 

w1tH·it.'" dispersion S smaller than the Vega-like stars indicating younger ages. As 

dis("llSSC'd ('arlier, the velocity dispersion S of stars, in general, is found to increase 

with stellar age as S ex t 1/:3 (Binney et a1. 2000). The correlation between fractional 

dm-it. luminosit.y of st.ars with disks and their velocity dispersion seen in Figure 5.3 

dC'arly impli('s a steady decrea..,e in the optical thickness of the disks with stellar 

H~V'. This is cOIlsistc'nt wit h the earlier findings that the amonnt of dust in t h(' disks 

apJ>c'ars to d('crease generally with system age. 

\\"p lIot (' h('I"c' that. the correlation that we find between fd and yclocity dispersion 

is llC It ) )('('a US(' of tllC' sppctral type dependence of velocity dispersion that we discussed 

ahm·(\. Sneh a manifestation is expected if fd has a spectral type dependence where 
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Figure 5.4: Fractional dust luminosity fd plotted against dereddened color (B - \1') for 

Vega-like stars. 

thf' late t.ype stars preferentially have lower values of fd' However, for our sample 

stars, we find that there is no such trend of id with spectral type. In Figure 5.4 we 

present a plot of fd against (B - V) where it can be seen that there are as many or 

more early type stars with lower values of /d as there are late type stars. 

In order to quantify the temporal evolution of the dustiness of disks around stars, 

we translate velocity dispersion into age using the formalism of Binney et aL (2000) as 

described earlier. In Figure 5.5 we plot id against the stellar ages thus obtained. The 

star symhol represent Herbig Ae/Be stars and the filled circles Yega-like stars. The 

point wit h a dowllward arrow represents stars which were assigned an uppE"rlimit "alue 

for Id :5 10-6 . The open circle '''lith a dot plotted in the figure represents field stars. 

Tlw v(n"tieal error bars in Figure 5.5 are the same as those in Figure 5.3. Horizontal 

<'nor hal'S r<'presC:'llt Nrol'S in velocity dispersioll translated into errors ill age. The 
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steady drop of fractional dust luminosity with increasing stellar age is eyident from 

Figure 5.5. There is an overall decrease in the 'dustiness' of the circumstellar disks 

from the early pre-main sequence phase to well upto the late main sequence phase. It 

can be seen from Figure 5.5 that the Herbig Ae/Be stars have larger \'alues of!d and 

younger ages than Vega-like stars. This is consistent with them being progenitors of 

Vega-like stars. 

We note here that the ages that we derive from velocity dispersion are statistical 

in nature. They are the average ages appropriate for the velocity dispersion shown 

by the group of stars and are derived from the relation between velocity dispersion 

and age given by Binney et a1. (2000). The ages obtained this way have large errors 

for small ages as can be readily seen from Figure 5.5. This is because of the fact that 

for small ages velocity dispersion S is a steeply rising function of age for the relation 

S ex t 1/ 3 . 

5.5 Discussion 

As discussed earlier, the primary difficulty in studying the temporal evolution of main 

s('qucnc~ debris disks has been the problem of age determination of the individual 

main seqll<'IlCe stars. vVe have used velocity dispersion as an age indicator to constrain 

the ages of the main sequence Vega-like stars. Velocity dispersion of a group of stars 

is known to be a measure of the statistical age of that group. From our analysis, we 

hRV(~ hC(~11 able to study the debris disk lifetimes and its dependence on spectral type 

awl t he' t(~lll p01"al C'volution of the 'dustiness' of the cirCuIIlstellar disks. 

We fiud that the main sequence stars with debris disks have smaller velocity 

disp~rsion than normal field stars for all spectral types (B9-K5). This suggests that 

thr st.ars with debris disks are statistically younger in age than the field stars of similar 

sp(l(·tral typ£'o \ 'C'ga-like stars being a younger population than field stars arguE's for 

disk lif<,tilllPS that arC' short('r than the main sequence HfetilIH'S of the stars. The 

dpbris disk may not survive for the entire lifetime of the central star. However, it is 

possi bl<' t ha t this is a select ion effect as IRAS will not be able to detect 10,\\' luminosity 
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Figure' 5.5: Fractional dust luminosity plotted against the average ages derived from 

velocity dispersion. The symbols have the same meaning as in Figure 5.3. 
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disks below its sensitivity limit. The luminosity of debris disks gradually go down 

afl the central stars age and eventually fall below the limit of detection. This is 

expected physically as the larger bodies which replenishes the disk are getting eroded 

continuously and are finite in supply. We also find such a fall in fractional dust 

luminosity of debris disks with age as demonstarted in Figure 5.5. A dust debris of 

low optical depth id ::; 10-7 like that around the Sun may be present over the entire 

lifetimes of the main sequence stars. 

The ages of Vega-like stars are found to range from 108 yr to 2 - 3 Gyr with Vega

like stars of later spectral types being older on the average than stars of early spectral 

typE's. Ages of early type Vega-like stars span from 108 yr to 4 - 5 x 108yr while 

late type Vega-like stars can be as old as 2 - 3 Gyr. Main sequence dusty systems of 

earlier spcetral type being systematically younger than the late type systems strongly 

suggests shorter lifetimes for debris disks around early type stars. This would mean 

that the temporal evolution of main sequence disks is a function of the spectral type 

of the central star with debris disks surviving longer around late type stars. This is 

not surprising as the timescales for grain removal processes like radiation pressure: 

blowout l and Poynting-Robertson drag which dominate Vega-like disks are inversely 

proportional to the stellar luminosity and thus are shorter for early type stars. 

\Vc further find a strong correlation between the fractional dust luminosity jd of 

stars with circumstellar disks and the velocity dispersion which is a statistical measure 

of the average age of the stars. The fractional dust luminosity is found to steadily 

d(~ereasc Vitith increasing velocity dispersion. Translating velocity dispersion into age, 

\\'(' obtain the hehaviour of !d with stellar age as demonstrated in Figure 5.5. There is 

an ovrrall decline in the fractional dust luminosity fd of stars with circumstellar disks 

with increasing stellar age. Fractional disk luminosity falls steadily from pre-main 

s('qu('Iwe disks to main sequence debris disks until the disk luminosity falls belmv the 

('llITPut dC'teetioIl limit (Jd ::; 10-7). 

In Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.5 we have plotted both Herbig Ae/Be stars and Vega

lik(· stars tow.ther and have derived an oyerall decline in fractional dust luminosity 

with st('llal' agr. "-r point out here that the pre-main sequence disks like that around 
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Herbig Ae/Be stars and the main sequence disks are physically different. Pre-main 

sequence disks are optically thick (fd f'.J 0.1) and gas-rich and are formed from the 

primordial cloud core from which the star itself was born. The infrared excess that 

the IRAS detect in these disks is due to the re-radiation from the first generation 

dust grains. On the other hand, the excess shown by Vega-like disks is due to the 

debris dust produced in the collisions between larger bodies. The debris disks are gas

poor and the disk evolution is dominated by dust dynamics. Moreover, the decline 

in the fractional dust luminosity in the pre-main sequence disks is primarily due to 

the grain grmvth by which smaller sub-micron sized grains get depleted in the disks 

thereby reducing the effective surface area of dust absorption/emission. In main 

sequcnce debris disks where the grains causing infrared excess are being continuously 

rcpleniRhcd, the fall in fd is due to the decline in the collisional regeneration rate. 

N('v('rthcl(~ss, it is expected that the pre-main sequence disks gradually evolve into 

Yf'ga-lik<, disks though it is not clear at the moment when exactly the secondary 

dust generation begins in these disks. Recent studies suggest that in general the 

lifetimes of primordial disks are only a few AI yr (Hillenbrand 2002; Haisch et al. 

2001; Lada 1999). Larger bodies like kilometer-sized planetesimals and comets, which 

n~plenishes the main sequence debris disks can also be formed within a few ltfyr (eg. 

Beckwith et a1. 2000). Thus the transition of optically thick disks to optically thin 

disks is ~xpeeted to take place in similar timescales. The resolution of the stellar ages 

derived from velocity dispersion is poor and is inadequate for addressing the issue 

of tilllPscal(' of the transition from primordial pre-main sequence disks to Vega-like 

disks. How('V('r, a gmwral decline in the 'dustiness' of the disks with stdiar ages from 

prc'-lllaiu s<'quence phase to late main sequence phase is clearly seen. 

TIl(' results that we obtain from our analysis are consistent with earlier studies on 

the disk evolution around main sequence stars. The overall decline in the dust content 

of t 11<' d!'bris disks haH be('u rcportl'd by 2m'kerman &. I3ecklin (1993). Holland et al. 

(1998) aud Spangler et al. (2001). The conclusions of Decin et al. (2003) that there 

arc' fe'\\' ~'()Ullg stars wit It small excesses and Vega-like excess is more com mOll in young 

stars than ill old stars are consistent with our result of Vega-like stars being younger 

than fidel stars for aU spectral types. Decin et al. (2003) also argue that at most ages, 
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there is a spread in fractional dust luminosity of Vega-like stars. While this may be 

true, our results strongly suggest that there is also a general decline in the Id of the 

disks with stcllar ages. However, it is not clear from our study if this fall of !d is 

governed by a global power law as suggested by Spangler et al. (2001) and Zuckerman 

& Becklin (1993) who find a power law of id ex t-2. Recently, Dominik & Decin 

(2003) have argued in favour of a power law of index of -1 if the dust production 

mechanism in Vega-like disks is collisional cascade with constant collision velocities. 

A collisional cascade which is continuously stirred can produce slopes steeper than 

-1. We are not able to fit a single power law to the fall in jd with the average stellar 

ages that we derive from velocity dispersion of the stars. 

5.6 Conclusions 

In this chapt.er we have used the velocity dispersion as an age indicator to constrain 

the ages of a large sample of Vega-like stars. From the statistical ages derived from 

the velocity dispersion we have studied the disk lifetimes and .the temporal evolution 

of the dust. disks around main sequence stars. The conclusions of this study are 

summarized below. 

• V(II(I(~ity dispersion of Vega-like stars is found to be smaller than that of the 

maiu sequence field stars for all spectral types. Main sequence stars with debris 

disks, OIl the average, are younger than the field stars of similar spectral type. 

• TIl(' ages of Vega.-like stars derived from velocity dispersion range from 108 yr 

to 2 - 3 GY7". 

• V(~ga-like sta.rs of later spectral types are statistically older than stars of early 

tYI>r. OC'bl'is disks survive longer around late type stars than early type stars. 

• Th(I!"(~ is a st.rong correlatioll uetW(lCn fractional dust luminosity and wlocity 

dispersion of Vega-like stars. Average fractional dust luminosity Id of stars 

wit.h disks dcereases monotonically with increasing velocity dispersion. 
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• Fractional dust 1I1Illinosit~· of main sequence stars with debris disks is found 

to fall steadil~' wit it iu('rpasing stellar age. There is a general decline of fd 

with stellar a),l;<' right from <,arl~' pre-main sequence phase to late main sequence 

phase, 

• The obs('l'\'('d high .rd. \OWN wincity dispersion S and the implied younger ages 

for Herbip; /\p/Bp Ht aI's an' consistent with them being progenitors of Vega-like 

stars. 



Chapter 6 

A . disk census of nearby OB 

associatio·ns 

6.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2 we found that the accretion rates in intermediate mass stars tend to 

fall with im:reasing age of the stars during the first 10 Myr of the pre-main sequence 

('\'OIl! \.ioll. It. would 1><\ im;trnctive to see if this trend continues beyoud that age 

raIlg(~. Addit.ionally, the transition of circulIlstellar disks around young stars from 

being optically thick to optically thin is believed to take place during the late pre

maiu sequence phase. Identification and detailed studies of the disks around stars 

ill the ag(\ range of 10-50 ~\'lyr is important for our understanding of the evolution 

and pveutllal dissipation of pre-main sequence disks. Member stars of nearby OB 

asso<:iat.iolls which are in the age range of 5-50 Myr are best suited for such studies. 

H('rc we study the disk properties of the stars which are knmvn members of young OB 

as~()t'iatiolls. First we identify stars with disks in the associations based on the near

illfnlI'C'd cxc('ss emission shown by these objects. We then study the disk evolution 

and properties of the stars thus identified. 

EUlIH'rital knm,vledge of disk evolution can be derived and disk lifetimes deter-

97 
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mined from the study of disk frequency in young clusters and associations of varying 

ages. Young clusters and associations are ideal targets for such a study because of 

the relatively uniform distance, age, chemical composition and star formation history 

of their member stars. Also, the frequency of disks within a cluster or an association 

is directly related to the physical process of disk formation and evolution. A number 

of near-infrared studies of young embedded clusters have found that the initial disk 

frequency in a cluster can be as high as 80-85% and disk lifetimes as short as 5-6 :rvlyr 

(e.g., Strom et a1. 1993; Kenyon & Hartmann 1995; Lada et a1. 1996; Carpenter et a1. 

1997; Lada 1999; Raisch et a1. 2001). Observations show a rapid decline in the disk 

fraction with cluster age such that half the disks in a cluster being lost within 2-3 

Myr (Lada & Lada 2003). Such a short timescale for disk evolution has placed strin

gent constraints on the timescale for building giant gaseous planets, the formation 

times of which is generally thought to be 107 yr or longer (Lissauer 2001). Recently, 

Hillenbrand (2002) have studied the inner disk evolution of a sample of'" 3000 field 

and cluster member stars, located", 50-800 pc from the Sun. Utilizing the measured 

emission above photospheric level at near-infrared wavelengths which probes hot gas 

and dust in the inner 0.05 - 0.1 AU of the disk, they find a steady decline in the 

fraction of stars with inner disks with time. They find the median lifetime of inner 

disk to be as short as 2-3 l\Iyr. The authors further note that although most disks 

evolve relatively rapidly, a small fraction may retain such disks 5-10 times longer than 

thr avrrag('. 

In the studies of disk frequencies in clusters and asscoiations discussed above, the 

as!;(1 rangr that is poorly represented is 10-50 Myr. Only very few stars in this age 

range are known. This is primarily because of the difficulty in identifying such stars 

from thP finld population as they stand out from older field stars only with detailed 

observations. As mentioned earlier this age range is nevertheless important for disk 

('\'olutioll studies hecause the transition from optically thick to optically thin disks is 

\)I'lil'wd to hlk(~ }>1;.1('(' dmiug this phase. OB associatioIls1 which are 'fossil' records of 

sf ar forIllatioIl, are ('xcellcnt. targets for the study of disk evolution in this age range 

of G- GO !\1~T. 

()13 ;u.;sodat ions Ht'l' young (:5 50J1 Jjl') st('llar groupings of low dt.'IlHit~· l'olltaillillg 
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a significant population of B stars. They are unbound "moving groups" which can 

be detected kinematically because of their small internal velocity dispersion. Their 

projected dimension usually vary from f"V 10 pc to f"V 100 pc (e.g., Brown et al. 1999). 

The traditional astrometric membership determination by ground based proper mo

tion studies were confined to only bright stars (V:$ 6) due to the large extent of 

nearby associations in the sky. As a result membership for many associations had 

been determined unambigously only for spectral types earlier than B5. However, the 

Hipparcos catalog which contains accurate positions, proper motions and trigonomet

ric parallaxes for f"V 120000 stars and which has a limiting magnitude of F IV 12, and 

is cOlnplete to V IV 7.3 in the Galactic plane, and to ~l IV 9 in the polar regions, has 

improved the situation dramatically. Using the Hipparcos catalog, de Zeeuw et a1. 

(1999) have identified astrometric members of moving groups by combining the re

furbished convergent point method of de Bruijne (1999) with the "spaghetti method" 

of Hoogerwerf & Aguilar (1999). They list atsrometric members of 12 young DB 

associations with ages in the range of 3 - 50 Myr, out to a distance of IV 650 pc. 

In this chapter we study the disk frequencies and lifetimes in 12 nearby OB asso

ciations, the Hipparcos members of which are listed by de Zeeuw et al. (1999). Using 

the 2MASS near-infrared photometry available for the members of these associations 

WI' first; identify stars with disks based on the excess emission shown at near-infrared 

wavp.lengths. \Ve then estimate the disk fractions in these associations and study 

its beha,viollr ~1.S a function of the mean age of the association. Further, we look for 

possible cw)lutionary trend between the magnitude of the excess shown by the stars 

with disks and the ages of the associations to which those stars belong. This chapter 

is orgaIliz(~d as follows. In Section 6.2 we present the data for all the 12 associations 

and dcseribe our analysis of identifying stars with inner disks. Results of the study 

are presented and their implications discussed in Section 6.3. We summarize our, 

(,Olldll~iom; in S('ction 6..l. 
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DB Association Age Mean Distance Number of Hipparcos 

(Myr) (pc) members 

Cepheus OB2 5 615 71 

Collinder121 5 592 103 

Upper Scorpius 5 145 120 

Perseus OB2 4-8 318 41 

Lower Centaurus Crux 10 118 180 

Vela OB2 10 410 93 

. Upper Centaurus Lupus 13 140 221 

Trumpler10 15 366 23 

Lacerta OBI 16 368 96 

Cassiopeia-Taurus 50 210 83 

Perseus OB3 (a Per) 50 177 79 

Cepheus OB6 50 270 20 

Table 6.1: Properties of the 12 OB associations studied 

6.2 Data and analysis 

The basic data on the 12 OB associations studied are given in Table 6.1 where mean 

distam'PH, ages and number of Hipparcos members (de Zeeuw et al. 1999; Brown et al. 

1999) of these associations are listed. 

\Ve usc the excess emission at the near-infrared wavlengths as evidence for the 

presence of circumstellar disks around stars which are members of these associations. 

In order to pick out stars with excess emission, we compile the J, H, and K, mag

nitudes of t.he astrometric members of the 12 OB associations from 2MASS All-Sky 

Poiut SOUl'('C Catalog. As a first step in identifying stars with circumsteUar disks 

we plot. lwar-infrared color-color diagram for the members of all the associations. III 

Fignre 6.1 we present the 2M ASS color-color (J - H) - (H - K,) constructed for the 

lllPmb('r stars of the 12 OB associations. In the figure crosses represent stars in the 

assoeiatiollS. The solid line ill the (J - H) - (H - Ks) diagram represents the main 
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sequence. The colors for the main sequence stars are from Koornneef (1983) which 

are then converted into 2MASS system following Carpenter (200l).The two parallel 

dotted lines in the diagram form the reddening band for normal stellar photospheres. 

These lines are parallel to the reddening vector and bound the range in the color-color 

diagram within which stars with purely reddened normal stellar photospheres can fall 

(Lada & Adams 1992). Stars with excess emission due to circumstellar material fall 

to the right of the reddening band in the color-color diagram. In each of the diagrams 

we have also plotted Herbig Ae/Be stars, which are represented by open circles in 

the plots, for comparison. A visual inspection of the (J - H) - (H - K8 ) color-color 

plots shows that there are very few stars with strong near-infarred excess in these 

12 associations. A few stars which show relatively high near-infrared excess in Up

per Scorpius (HD 150193 & HD 145718), Lower Centaurus Crux (HD 100453 & HD 

100546) and Upper Centaurus Lupus (HD 152404) are known HAeBe stars. However, 

the fraction of stars with circumstellar disks in these associations are relatively very 

low. Also, the level of excess emission shown by those stars with disks is relatively 

low except. for the known HAeBe stars in the three associations mentioned above. 

In order to quantify the near-infrared excess from the stars in the OB association 

we use the quantity fl.(H - K) which is defined as 

1).(H - K) = (H - K) - (H - K)o - 0.0645 x Av 

where (H - K) is the observed color, (H - K)o the intrinsic color corresponding to 

the spectral type of the star and O.0645Av represents the interstellar reddening with 

A,· the visual extinction towards the star. The intrinsic color excess f).(H - J() is 

a measure of the strength of emission from the disks. To compute Ll(H - K) we 

first cOIlverted observed 2MASS colors (H - K 8 ) to the Koornneef (1983) system 

following the color transformations given in Carpenter (2001). The intrinsic colors of 

the stars are taken from Koornneef (1983) corresponding to the spectral type listed 

in t.he Hipparcos catalog for the stars. We calculate the visual extinction towards the 

star from E(B-V) using the average interstellar law Av = 3.1 x E(B - V). The color 

exeeHS E(B-V) is computed from the Tycho BT and VT magnitudes converted to the 

.Johnson system following Mamajek et a1. (2002) and from the intrinsic (B-\") colors 
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Figure 6.1: 2MASS color-color diagram for stars of OB associations. Crosses are member 

stars of OB association. Open circles denote HAeBe stars. 
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Figure 6.1: 2MASS color-color diagram for stars in the 08 associations. Crosses represent 

08 association member stars and open circles denote HAeBe stars. 
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corresponding to the spectral type of the stars taken from Schmidt-Kaler (1982). 

Here we note that among Hipparcos members of 12 OB associations listed by 

de Zeeuw et al. (1999) most are of spectral type B, A and F. There are also a few 

later type stars which are listed as association members. However, the association 

membership for late type stars is very incomplete. Early type stars, on the other 

hand, are better represented in the Hipparcos census. In the following we consider 

only stars of early spectral types (B, A and F) in our analysis of disk frequency and 

evolution in the OB associations. 

T~e intrinsic color excess 6..(H - K) is used to infer the presence of inner accretion 

disks in stars. In the analysis that follow stars for which 6..(H - K) > 0.05 and 

fractional error in excess ell(H-K)/ 6..(H - K) < 0.5 are considered to have inner disks. 

Stars of early spectral type (B, A and F) which are identified to have circumstellar 

disks using the above criterion in the 12 OB associations studied are listed in Table 

6.2. The Hipparco8 and HD identifiers are listed in columns 1 and 2 of the table. 

Spectral type and E(B-V) are given in columns 3 and 4 and !1(H - K) and error in 

6..(H - J<) in the last two columns. 

Table 6.2: Stars identified to have inner disks in the 08 

associations 

HIP Number HD Number Spectral Type E(B-V) 6..(H - K) eA(H-K) 

Cepheus OB2 

105699 204116 BIVe 0.763 0.271 0.028 

107164 206773 BOV:pe 0.434 0.367 0.039 

111785 240010 Bl:IV: 0.719 0.419 0.054 

Collinder 121 

32292 48917 B2V 0.101 0.327 0.065 

33673 52356 B3V{n) 0.050 0.167 0.060 

33769 52597 B2/B3V 0.116 0.177 0.044 

Upper Scorpius 

continued on next page 
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continued from previous page 

HIP Number HD Number Spectral Type E(B-V) A(H -K) ea(H-K) 

78207 142983 B8 0.011 0.274 0.101 

79476 145718 A8III 0.183 0.619 0.038 

79739 146285 B8V 0.301 0.104 0.045 

80338 147648 B8Il 0.729 0.112 0.037 

81624 150193 A1V 0.498 0.798 0.022 

Perseus OB2 - No stars with excess 

Lower Centaurus Crux 

56354 100453 A9V 0.020 0.919 0.049 

56379 100546 B9Vne 0.073 0.648 0.041 

59413 105874 A6V 0.017 0.518 0.045 

60320 107566 AOm 0.202 0.109 0.028 

61639 109808 A1/A2V 0.056 0.095 0.041 

63204 112381 AOp 0.000 0.136 0.025 

63945 113703 B5V 0.025 0.101 0.026 

Vela OB2 

40397 69404 B3Vnne 0.038 0.142 0.054 

Upper Centaurus Lupus 

69618 124367 B4Vne 0.090 0.263 0.032 

79631 145880 B9.5V 0.085 0.193 0.065 

82747 152404 F5V 0.315 0.545 0.042 

TrumplC'r 10 - No stars with excess 

Lacerta OBI 

110476 0 B8 0.183 0.082 0.027 

111546 214167 BIVe 0.100 0.170 0.058 

112148 215227 B5:ne 0.213 0.255 0.035 

113226 216851 B3V:n 0.241 0.149 0.022 

Ca<:;siopia-Taurus 

continued on next page 
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continued from previous page 

HIP Number HD Number Spectral Type E(B-V) tl(H K) e.o.(H-K) 

22109 30211 B5IV 0.016 0.200 0.096 

Perseus OB3- No stars with excess 

Cepheus 0 B6 - No stars with excess 

6.3 Discussion 

o B Association No. of B, A & F No. of stars with Fraction of stars 

type stars tl(H - K) excess with inner disks (%) 

Cepheus OB2 67 3 4.5±2.6 

Collinder 121 94 3 3.2±1.8 

Upper Scorpius 105 5 4.8±2.1 

Perseus OB2 35 0 0 

Lower Centaurus Crux 157 7 4.5±1.7 

Vela OB2 86 1 1.2±1.2 

Upper Centaurus Lupus 189 3 1.6±1 

Tmmplc'rlO 23 0 0 

Lacerta OBI 83 4 4.8±2.4 

Cassiopeia-Taurus 83 1 1.2±1.2 

Perseus OB3 (O! Per) 75 0 0 

Cepheus OB6 15 0 0 

Table 6.3: Disk fraction in 08 associations 

From our analysis described in the previous Section we haye identified stars with 

. eireuIIlstellar disks in 12 nearby OB associations. In Table 6.3 we list the number 

of early type (spectral type B, A & F) stars in these associations, number of stars 

with inner disks inferred using the criterion discussed in the last Section, and the 

fraction of stars (the formal errors represent probable uncertainities resulting from 
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poisson statistics) with inner disks in the 12 OB a . t' d' 
. SSOCla IOns stu led. In the following 

we dlscuss two aspects of our findings: the disk f . OB " requency III assocIatIons and 
the magnitude of the near-infrared excess of the st 'th' . ars Wl clrcumstellar dIsks as a 
function of the mean ages of these associations. 
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Figure 6.2: Disk fraction in the associations against the mean ages. 

As can be seen from Table 6.3 the number of stars ·with inner circumstellar disks 

are very low in these associations. Disk frequencies in these associations range from 

0-5%. In Figure 6.2 we plot fraction of stars with circumstellar disks in an association 

against the mean age of that association. The disk fraction is never higher than 5% 

in any of these associations. Most of the disks appear to be lost if the initial disk 

frequency was high and all the stars were born with disks. The OB associations 

studied here are in the age range of 5 to 50 Myr. The fact that only less than 5% of 

the stars seem to retain their disks argues for a timescale as short as < 5 Myr for most 

of the inner disk to be lost. This is consistent with the short disk lifetimes found for 
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the evolution of inner disks by Haisch et a1. (2001) and Hillenbrand (2002). However, 

the possibility of extreme environments because of the presence 0 and early B type 

stars in OB associations affecting the nature of evolution and lifetimes of circumstellar 

disks in these associations cannot be ruled out. 
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Figure 6.3: /:::.(H - K) against ages for stars with disks in associations and HAeBe stars. 

Next we look at the magnitude of the near-infrared color excess in stars which are 

identifif'ci to have circumstellar disks in the OB associations studied. As mentioned 

earlier, 5 stars in Upper Scorpiu8 , Lower Centaurus Crux and Upper Centaurus 

Lupus are known Herbig Ae/Be stars. These stars have relatively high values of 

/:"(H - I<) of ~ 0.5 signifying accretion rates similar to that found for HAeBe stars. 

Other stars \'lith excess have relatively small values of Ll (H - K) . In Figure 6.3 

we ShOVi." a plot of .6.(H - K) of stars \vith inner disks against the mean ages of 

associations, together with that of HAeBe stars. The values of ,6,,(H - K) and ages 

or IL\d3(\ :-;tars are from Chapter 2. On an average the trend of decreasing excess 
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with age seen for HAeBe stars is seen to continue for stars in the associations also. 

Thus the drop in accretion rate with age found for HAeBe stars extends to stars in 

relatively old OB associations. Also, OB associations as old as 10-13 Myr appear to 

have stars with accretion rates comparable to that of HAeBe stars suggesting that 

measurable accretion can persist for more than 10 Myr in some stars. It is known 

that though the overall disk lifetimes can be as short as < 5M yr, a small percentage 

of stars retain disk material for factors of 5-10 longer than the average (Muzerolle 

et al. 2000; Hillenbrand 2002). The relatively high values of ll(H - K) found for 

stars in OB associations suggest that some of the stars not only retain their disks for 

a longer time but also have significant accretion rates. However, the accretion rates 

appear to fall sharply after rv 10 Myr as can be seen from Figure 6.2. 

There is also a large spread in the values of 6.(H - K) for stars in an association 

of given age. First of all only a small fraction « 5%) of stars show signatures of 

disks_ Even among the stars with disks, there are those with relatively high accretion 

rates similar to that of HAeBe stars and those which show low accretion. This may 

indicate either different evolutionary timescales for individual stars in an association 

or an age spread among the association members. 

6.4 Summary and conclusions 

In this chapter we have studied the evolution of circumstellar disks in 12 nearby 

OD associations which are in the age range of 5-50 Myr. We identified stars with 

ein-ull1st011ar disks in these OB associations based on the near-infrared excess emission 

shown by the stars. We estimated the disk frequency of these OB associations and 

studied the evolution of disk frequency with mean ages of the associations. We also 

looked for possible evolutionary trend in the magnitude of excess shown by the stars 

,,-hic-h are identified to have disks. Our conclusions are summarized belm ..... 

• ThE" fraetion of stars with circum stellar disks in the OB associations studied , 
whieh are in the age range of 5-50 Myr, is as low as < 5%. This is consistent 

with the disk evolution timescale being as short as < 5 Myr. Most of the disks 
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. around young stars are lost within this time . 

• In some OB associations stars as old as 10-13 Myr show relatively high accretion 

rates. Though most of the disks are lost within a short timescale of < 5 Myr, a 

small fraction of stars retain disks longer than the average with relatively high 

accretion rates . 

• Among the stars that are identified to have disks in the OB associations, the 

magnitude of near-infrared excess emission shows a large range. The disk evo

lution timescales of individual stars even within an association can have a large 

·scatter. Alternatively, this may be due to an age spread among the association 

members. 
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Conclusions 

Stars are formed when the dense cores in the cold and deep interiors of molecular 

clouds collapse gravitationally. Such a collapse of a slowly rotating cloud core leads 

to the formation of a central protostar surrounded by a nebular disk and an infalling 

envelope which rains matter on to the star I disk system. After the initial infall and 

accretion is over, the young star surrounded by a disk emerges out of its parental 

cocoon of molecular gas and dust and becomes visible as a pre-main sequence star. 

Circumstcllar disks of gas and dust have been observed around a majority of pre

main sequence stars. As the young star evolves, a variety of processes modify and 

change the physical structure and properties of the disk until it is completely dispersed 

off. Planet formation, interaction of the disk with the radiation from the central 

star and the destructive environment because of the close proximity to high mass 

stars arc somp of the mpchanisms that affect disk evolution and dissipation. In this 

thesis we have studied the evolution of such circumstellar disks around young stars 

of intermediate-mass. We have followed the evolution of the circumstellar disks from 

the early pre-main sequence phase (Herbig Ae/Be stars) to the late main sequence 

phase (Vega-like stars) of the star. Observational diagnostics such as emission lines 

in the spectra, near and far-infrared excess and polarization of starlight which probe 

the disks around young stars are used to follow the evolution of circumstellar disks. 

In this concluding chapter we summarize the main results of our study. 

111 
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In the early pre-main sequence phase, young stars of intermediate-mass show 

strong emission line activity. In Chapter 2, we have studied the evolution of emis

sion line activity in Herbig AeJBe stars. We found a strong correlation between H a 

equivalent width and the age of the stars. The H Q emission strength is found to de

crease with increasing pre-main sequence age. The H a line strength in HAeBe stars 

is found to fall by more than a factor of two on timescales as short as 2-4 Myr. This 

timescale is comparable to the inner disk lifetimes of young stars derived from the 

studies of young embedded clusters (Haisch et al. 2001; Hillenbrand 2002). We also 

find a drop in the near-infrared excess emission from HAeBe stars with age. Further, 

the 11 Q line strength and the near infrared excess are found to be strongly corre

lated, clearly suggesting a connection between emission line activity and the presence 

of inner disks which produce near-infrared excess emission.The connection between 

emission line strength and near-infrared excess emission is naturally explained if ac

cretion from the disk onto the star drives emission line activity in Herbig Ae/Be 

stars. The evolutionary trends in emission line activity and near-infrared excess that 

we find then indicate a decrease in accretion rates with increasing pre-main sequence 

age. Accretion rates in young stars seem to fall substantially within the first rv 3 Myr 

of pre-main sequence evolution. 

At some point in time the accretion is terminated and the inner disks begin to 

dissipate. As a result, the emission line activity and near-infrared excess emission dis

appears. As noted in the preceding paragraph, the cessation of emission line activity 

and the termination of accretion and dissipation of inner disks appear to take place in 

< 5 l'vIyr and is thought to happen during the late pre-main sequence phase or early 

main sequence phase. However, not many such stars which are in this intermediate 

phase of evolution are known. In Chapter 3, we have identified a few such stars and 

have studied the properties of the circumstellar environment around them in detaiL 

Emission lin~s are not seen in the spectra of these stars. ~ear-infrared excess emission 

is also absent or if present is at a very low level. From various age indicators such 

as the location in the color-magnitude diagram, association with young clusters and 

starforming regions and kinematics we have been able to show that these stars are 

either in the late pre-main sequence phase or early main sequence phase. Though the 
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inner accretion disks have certainly dissipated in these stars, cool and extended outer 

disks may be present around some of them as inferred from the significant far-infrared 

excess emission observed towards them. ·.The fractional dust luminosity Ldust! L* com

puted for these stars have values that are intermediate between that found for Herbig 

Ae/Be stars and main sequence stars with debris disks. These stars are possibly 

the 'transition objects' which are in the evolutionary stage where the transition of 

circumstellar disks from being optically thick to optically thin takes place. Further 

studies of the properties of disks around such stars like gas content of the disk, grain 

growth and grain size distribution and possible gaps in the disks due to the presence 

of giant planets, however, are essential to the detailed understanding of the processes 

that affect and control the transition of optically thick circumstellar disks to optically 

thin. 

As discussed in the previous chapters, planet formation and other dispersal pro

cesses eventually dissipate the 'primordial disks'. The collisions between large plan

etesimals and breaking up of star-grazing comets, which are gravitationally stirred 

by the larger planetray bodies in the disks, replenishes the disks with smaller grains. 

Excess emission at the far-infrared wavelengths due to orbiting dust particles have 

been observed around several main sequence stars. However, direct evidence for the 

flattened disk-like distribution of the circumstellar material around such stars has so 

far been obtained only for a handful of objects. In Chapter 4, we have studied the 

polarization properties of Vega-like main sequence stars with dust disks. We find 

that Vega-like stars are intrinsically polarized, caused by the scattering of the stellar 

light due to circumstellar dust distributed in non-spherically symmetric envelopes, 

fully consistent with a distribution in flattened disks. The absence of any excess red

dening in these stars is consistent with the dust grains in their circumstellar disks 

being relatively large in size. We also find a correlation between polarization and 

fractional dust luminosities of Vega-like stars which is expected as the dust grains in 

the disk are responsible for both scattering and thermal re-radiation of central star 

light. Some Vega-like stars in our sample shO\v relatiyely small infrared excesses but 

large values of polarization which suggest the presence of an additional component 

of dust consisting of smaller grains with high albedo. Multiwavelength polarization 
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measurements of Vega-like stars would be able to shed more light on the nature and 

distribution of the dust in their circumstellar environment. 

The debris disks around main sequence stars represents the final stages of planet 

formation and disk clearing phase. The grain removal processes such as radiation 

pressure 'blowout', Poynting-Robertson drag and collisional destruction actirig in the 

relatively gas-free debris disks, can clear the dust particles off the disks on timescales 

as short as < 106 yr. The fact that we observe such disks around old main sequence 

stars implies that the disk is continuously being replenished by mechanisms discussed 

earlier. In Chapter 5 we have studied the lifetimes and the temporal evolution of 

the main sequence debris disks. We have used the velocity dispersion as an age 

indicator to constrain the ages of Vega-like stars. The ages of Vega-like stars derived 

from velocity dispersion is found to range from 108 yr to 2 - 3 Gyr. However, in 

comparison with the normal field stars of similar spectral type, main sequence stars 

with dust disks are found to be younger, suggesting that the observable disks do 

not last for the entire lifetimes of the stars. We also find that the Vega-like stars 

of later spectral types are statistically older than stars of early type which implies 

longer debris disk lifetimes in low mass stars. Further, we find the fractional dust 

luminosity fd - Ldust/ L* of main sequence stars with debris disks to fall steadily 

with increasing stellar age. We also find that the optical depth of the circumstellar 

diRks arollnei intermediate-mass stars systematically decreases with age from early 

pre-main sequence phase to late main sequence phase. Such an evolutionary trend is 

consistent with the pre-main sequence disks being the progenitors of main sequence 

debris disks. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, we have studied the disk frequency and lifetimes in 12 nearby 

OB associations. The ages of these associations range from 5-50 Myr, which is poorly 

represented in the earlier studies of disk frequency in clusters and associations. Vle 

hayp identified stars \yith cirrumstellar disks in these OB associations based 011 their 

ncar-infrared excess emission and study the disk frequency with age. The fraction 

of stars with circumstellar disks in the OB associations studied is found to be very 

low at < 5%. Most of the disks around young stars seem to be lost within 5 Myr 

or so, which is the age of the youngest association in our sample. This is consistent 
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with the disk evolution timescale being as short as < 5 Myr as found by Raisch et al. 

(2001) and Hillenbrand (2002). It is seen that though most of the inner disks are 

lost within a short timescale of < 5 Myr, a small fraction of stars retain disks longer 

("" 10 Myr) than the average with relatively high accretion rates. However, by 10-15 

Myr the near-infrared emitting inner disks are found to dissipate completely. 

Thus it can be seen that the circumstellar environment around young stars show 

clear evolutionary trend as the stars age. The accretion rates steadily fall during 

the pre-main sequence evolution which is reflected in the weakening of emission line 

activity. The termination of accretion and dissipation of inner disks occur relatively 

rapidly in most young stars on a timescale that is as short as < 5 Myr. Also, the 

fractional dust luminosity of circumstellar disks, which is a measure of the optical 

thickness, is found to decline systematically with age from early pre-main sequence 

phase to late main sequence phase. The rapid decline of circumstellar activity in 

the pre-main sequence phase indicates a similarly short timescale (.:5 5 Myr) for the 

formation of planetesimals/planets in the circumstellar disks. The second generation 

debris disks produced by the breakup of the planetesimals and comets during the 

main sequence phase also continue to decline, but they can survive as long 

as rv 109 yr. 
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OPTICAL SPECTRA OF HERBIG AE/BE 

STARS 

Table A.I: Log of spectroscopic observations 

Object Date of Observation I Resolution Exposure time (sec) J 
BD+40 4124 19 May 2002 1300 600 

HD 200775 22 October 2003 2190 30 

HD 259431 24 October 2003 2190 150 

HD 98922 09 April 2002 2600 600 

Z CMa 27 January 2003 1300 420 

BD+463471 22 October 2003 2190 210 

HD 142527 9 April 2002 2600 900 

HD 179218 24 October 2003 2190 300 

HD 35929 22 October 2003 2190 210 

510ph 19 Joday 2002 1300 180 

BD+61154 22 October 2003 2190 300 

HD 37806 28 January 2003 1300 600 

HD 85567 25 January 2003 1300 900 

continued on next page 
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continued from previous page 

Object Date of Observation Resolution Exposure time 

UX Ori 14 March 2001 1300 900 

HR 5999 19 May 2002 1300 600 

VVSer 30 May 2003 1300 1800 

V1295 Aql 19 May 2002 1300 600 

XYPer 27 January 2003 1300 600 

HD 38120 22 October 2003 2190 390 

ABAur 24 October 2003 2190 30 

NXPup 20 January 2000 1300 900 

HD 144432 2 June 2003 1300 1200 

HD 31648 29 November 2002 1300 300 

HD 150193 11 April 2002 2600 600 

HD 36112 28 January 2003 1300 300 

HD 163296 31 May 2003 1300 300 

IP Per 22 October 2003 2190 300 

HD 34282 20 November 2002 1300 900 

HD 141569 19 May 2002 1300 300 

KKOph 30 May 2003 1300 1800 

HD 100453 28 January 2003 1300 900 

AK Sco 9 April 2002 2600 1800 

HD 35187 14 January 2004 1800 600 
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